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Thb is the story of the organization and management 
of a recreation service for the !1angla Dll!ll Contractors 1 
Manglat West Pakistan. It is the story of the functioning 
of recreation withln the three jobs that existed at Mangla: 
(l) the construction of Mangle. Dam; (2) the management of a 
community, hou.sing approxilllately 2,000 administrative and 
supervisory personnel* predominantly American but including 
British, Japanese, Pakistani, and other nationalities; and 
(3) the management of four labor camps housing tl'le 10,000 
Pakistani laborer•s, fox•emen, and technicians. 
'!here were no points of similarity :!.n the three 
ope:r•ations. Construction of the Darn dealt with things, 
people and a process. I'ianagement of' the community and the 
camps dealt with people and sez•vices to people, and differed 
in the nationa.litielil to be sez•ved and the types of services 
to be developed. ':the const;ruction operation involved employees 
only; the community operation involved employees of many 
nationalities and their dependent families; and the camps 
operation involved Pakistani employees and problems of 
their religion, mores, customs, and cu.ltur•h 
The Orunps and Oolony Recreation Department served 
constrl).ction activities to the undef:!.neable extent that it 
could influence moraleJ s~rved the camps in the management 
of a recreation service for all the Pakistani personnel; and 
;;.....----~ 
2 
served the community in the management and coor•dination of a 
diversified, broadly inolu.sive, recreation service for expa .. 
triate personnel arid their families and administrative and 
supervisory Pakistani personnel and their families', 
In addition to ·l;hese br•oad assigmnents • the project 
I'EHlreation manager' was re.sponsible for the reception of wives 
and families at the Rawalpindi Civil '.terminal at the terroin• 
ation of their trip from San l''ratlcisco. In ·this capacity, 
averaging ten one hundred fifty mile round trips per mon·ch 0 
109 trips in the first 109 days of the Project, the project 
recreation manager ~:u•ranged for transport and drivers, 
tr•anspor•t of husl)ands•in.~wai ting, and the processing of 
baggage and police paper• a. 
'fhe organization and manag;ement of a community recrea• 
tion service norrrHally follows a pattern of pz•actices set by 
usage as being the best procedure for• providi.ng leisure . 
activities. Granting that there ar•e many patterns of 
organization, each pat tern, nevelnheless, develops according 
to an appropriate set of practices based either on traditi.on• 
what has been done in the pe.s-t;; cur~·ent thinking, what 
everyone else is doing; or expressed desires 11 what the 
participants want. J!;ven deviations in the practices are 
controlled. by applying standardized counteracting rneasures. 
In genex•al 0 comparision of x•ecreation services 




organization and adlnlnililtrat:l.on practices, but in the variety 
of' progra.rn and the availability, of multi .. ptu•pose and special 
use facilities. The ingenuity. skill, training, and 
experience of the executive and the community acceptance of 
recreation ax•e the f&ctors tha·t; determine difference. 
The subject of this thesis, research into the 
development of a recreation service for the Pakistani 
pereonnel of the Mlilngla 001n Contractors, benefited from no 
such tested procedures. So organize.tlon became, first, an, 
:l.dentitication of the probleme. ar1d1 secondly, ,a study of 
the problems to deter1nine procedures. In :reaching tentative 
judgements on the selection of procedures 'CO be t.e:iioi;ed, it 
became a question, not of how the job shoald be done, but a 
question of. underst11.nding the limitations. P.rocedures. 
stressing ways and mee.ns, had to be evaluated ·eo determine 
their effect on peoples of a different religion e.nd cu.lture 
with different mores and customs. It was at best a trial 
and error testing of the accepted PI'actices of recreation 
on people of a oultu:re dominated by religion. 
Descriptive research was the research process e.pplied 
to this study. The modifying of p:rocedu:res to the conditions 
of.individual, group and community folkways, mores and 






·Descriptive research .describes and ir1terprets what is. 
lt is concerned with conditions or rel&tionships ·that 
exist; practices that prevail; beliefs, points of view, 
or attitudes that IU'e held; processes that are going 
on; effects that &r•e being felt; or trends that u·e 
developing. • • • It involves an element of interpre-
tation of the meaning or signi:t'icanc<> of what is 
describect.l . 
In this study, desci•iptive research was the determin• 
ation of effective ol.:ojeetives, principl&s, and procedures 
applying to this problem or any similar•ly organized recrea-
tion service; and the translation of those objectives, 
principles. and procedures to a job which was both an expe:ri• 
ment and an experience. 
The cultural and r•eligious differences complicated 
the normal pat·cern of' :mper:v-ision and hum!il.n relations as 
understood by the project recreation manage:r•. ln addition, 
the folkways and mores of men from hundreds of villages. 
made the nol'mally senultive a.r•ea of relationships ;>.s defined 
by Schell even more complex.: 
In the chemical laboratox·y, vle can mix two reagents and 
forecast the ~·eslllt precisely, ln the hurnan ls.boratory 
, • • the resu.l t. is not a simple reaction; it ill a 
complex veaponse •• , ,2 - · 
An opportunity to !l.ltalyze react ions and l' esponses raay 
exist. but precise and pr•edicablc resul·ts a:re an irrlpossibi1H;y, 
1
John. 111. Best, Research ,m Education (Englewood Cliff's, 
New Jersey; Prentice•Hall Inc., 1959), p. 102-103 •. 
2E:rwin H. Schell, I·ecbnigue .£! ildministra.ti ve Control 
(Tokyo: McGraw-Hill Book Wompany • Inc., 1957), p. 9•10. 
---
, ___ ----------- -
----
Controls can neither be developed nor applied as human 
situations can seldom be repr•oduced in sufficient exactitude 
to determine a .formula applicable to all similar sHuations. 
This was essentially true for an Amez•ican working . 
wlth Pakistani staff members and a Pakista."li labor force. 
5 
Ea.ch adjustment or revision was the result or a joint staff 
and manager. skirmish through the barriers of language. 
custom, cttlture, religious. limitations, mores, and ·tribal, 
village and city bred attitudes toward life. To these should 
be added cont;empo.t>ary society 1-1hich exerted considerable 
influence on the development of Pakistan •. 
This s t11dy of the ret;raation services of the Mangla 
Da1t1 Contr•actors was l:!.rn.ited to the Ol'ganization and manage• 
ment of tr~ services to the Pakistani personnel in the labor 
OQlll.pa. Although the services to the expa.triate co!lllflunity 
were unique, the divex•si:f'ication, innovations, and 
operational procedures could only be deacribed as a separate 







Statement .21: the problem. 'l'he purposes of this study 
were to ident:!..fy acceptable procedures for organizing, 
managing and administering a recreation service; to state 
objectives; to define the role of the px•oject recree:t;ion 
manager; to establish p:rocedures fox· management; and to :oet 
the pattern of relationships between the project recreation 
managElr and the Pakistani assistant recreation managers. 
Because as Allen states, "ox•g~mization is, essentially, 
organization !££ management and the structure of the business 
itself cannot be designed successfully unless we know the 
purpose of that which we bt:li.ld", .3 it became important to 
correlate the o.~ganization of the study with the 
o:r:>g~mization of the structt.tre for operation of the recreation 
service. 'fhus the pr·oblem was: ( 1) to detex•Jnina the valid 
p:r:>ineiplee guiding organization and·menagement and to apply 
those principles to a specific problem in ot·l6anization• 
the operation of a recreation service for the Pakis·tani 
personnel of the Nangle. Dom Cont;ractors; (2) to select 
procedures based on those principles; (3) to detex•mine the 
most acceptable tec~miques and most effective methods 
3Louia A. Allen. l'lanagement and Orp;anizati,Q!l (:l'okyot. 
McGraw-klill .Book Company, Inc. 1 19$71, P• ). 
------
for applying procedures; and (Lj.) to determine the influence 
of the culture ~1d religion on activity programming. 
In undertaking the administx•ation. and particularly 
the management, of a l?akistMi starr, the most important 
objective was the determination of a guiding; philosophy and 
the defining of goals and objectives. Dimock emphasizes the 
importance of a philosophy in the statement~ "admin:tetra:tion 
is more than learned responses, well chosen techniques; a 
bundle of tricks. It is not even a science and nevev ought 
to become a hard and ras t method. It is 1nore than an art. 
7 
It is a philosophy •"4 Such a philosophy guided the selection 
of a staff capable o.:f' mMing decent;ralized recreation offices 
constrtlctively wd with a minimum of trial and error. 
lmeortance .9! the s tud:v. 'l'he availability of a study 
of recreation under conditions existing at Mangla Dam was not 
completely invesl;igated. :tiowevev, as of the date of' the 
completion of the study 1 no such repo:r·t has been secured ol? 
the existence o:r such l'eport intimated. Consequen·cly, the 
importance of this study is the numerous values it has to 
such diverse fields as management, human relations, intern• 
ational cooperation, psychologyt sociology and government. 
York: 
As a progress report on the maneuvering of an 
4r.larehall Dimock, :Phtlosophy 5ll: ~dministration (New 




American, slowed down by limited ability to communicate; to 
understand; and to be understood while trying to develop a 
service not cooononly understood 1 it has value to the field of 
cult11ral relations. 
As a descriptive report on the problems of selling an 
intangible, recreation, when the tangible, constr\lction of 
the Ds.ln had priority, it has value to the fields of recreation 
and group work. 
As a procedure report on the evolvement of practices 
to anticipate, prevent, and minimize fi:reman-l:lke .. action in 
handling p:roblems after the occurence, it has value to ~~y 
field concerned with supervision. 
As a guidance r<!lpo:rt on the introduction of a recrea" 
tion se1•vice to a national group no·~ generally familiar with 
a rec:r•eatiort program, it has value to any field concerned with 
international relatione. 
As a problems :report on the development of a recreation 
service, it has value to any m~1agement uncertain of the 
purpose of the recreation prog:ram and unawaz•e of the time 
and energy unnecessarily e::tpended in justification. 
As a handbook or ope1•ation and a description or the 
development of a recreation and leisure service for the 
· nationals of the country in which the operation takes place• 
it has value to l!lny ente:rprise simih.:rly situated. 
-'--- ---
----
As, an interpretation report on in-service, on•the-job 
tl:"s.ining simultaneously and equally affecting both staff and 
manager through an upward-downward flow of informe:tion, it 
has value to any individual engaged in in~service training • 
.As an interpretation report on evaluations of an 
experiment in developing procedures without benefit of 
controls. it has value to any experimental program involving 
people. 
Organizatioa 2£ the remainder £! ~ thesis. 
9 
Anticipating use as a htandbook1 this tbes:l.s was prepared with 
references to principles and the best practices for acoomplisb• 
ing organization, mttnagement and administz•ation of an opera• 
tion. These principles were applied to construction 
conditions; religious and cultural differences; customs of 
tribal, village and urban societies; and mores of the 
Mangla area. 
To accomplish thist a portion of ·the thesis was used 
to describe Pakistan and ·the Pakistani, the J?unjabis, Pa.thans, 
and Keshmiris, which compose the majority of the Msngla ua.m 
Contractors personnel; to differentia·te between the urban 
city dweller and the rural village man: and to show that 
the M&ngla. Dam Contractor personnel were predominantly 
villagers and tribesmen. 
Reference was also made to the British influ,enoe and 
methods 11sed fo.r the stulcessful administration of 45iO 





million Indians ln an area ot 1,670,000 square miles with an 
exceptionally small administrative and operations staff. 
Having stated the principles and defined the 
condi t:!.ons t:tnder uhloh the principles were to be applied, 
the remainder o:t:' the thesis was used to discuss methods of 











PEOPLE AND PLACE OF THE S'l'U.DY 
To orient this study to cireu.mstances and surroundings 
and especially to the locale, the geographical location, and 
the p~ticipating peoples, each of these subjects were 
definedt (l) the geographical location, West Pakist&t• (2) 
the Pakistani; (3) the Pakistani pex•sonnel of the Mangle. Dam. 
Contractors; and (4) the Hangla Vern P;roject and the Mangla 
lli:!U'd Contractors. 
The arl"!;icipated result of providing this informatJ.on 
was to enlarge bf,UliC understanding of ·~he backgro~d against 
which the Project and the Recreation Department were to 
opeit'ate. In addition, and in anticipaticm of handbook usage, 
the dtu~cript:!.on portrays conditions af'fa.cting development 
of the recreation service. 
I, w"EST PAKISTAN 
~he nation. Hind-Pakistan or Indo•P.akistrm, the Sub• 
Continent of India, is an rmcient lrmd, In .the m•ea of 
West Pakistan in which Mangla Dam Project is located, the 
Indus Valley Bas~~, an ancient Indus Valley civilization 
like the Egyptian civilization, was highly developed around 
&~OO•l$00 B.c. From this earliest known culture, the land 






Persian, Moghul and British. 'l'he seven century rttle of the 
Persian and !1oghul dynasUea prior to the eighteenth century 
and the advent of the British, gave Pakistan its preponderant 
Islamic cult<u:•e} 'l'he impact of these cultures; the t~ao 
hundred and fifty yea:ra of BriUsh rL\le; and the teachings 
of' MohammGd in the t•eligion of Islam g<merated th<il drives 
which, created l'akis can •. 
Pakistan was born out of chaos in 1947• Division of 
the Sub-Continent of India into the countries of India and 
Pakistan, with the sub .. division of Pakistan into the :E:ast 
and West Wi1tgs ri!eparated by the breadt;h of India, was 
aocolnplished in bH;terness and bloodshed. As ~:r~ated by 
Stephenst 
Pakililtan was brought into beintr; to fulfill a religious 
or cultural aspiration. The idea was to provide a 
home•lan.d fo:r· the Indian sub-continent's l'iusllms, or 
most of them; a place where, after the British imperial 
power had gone they could freely develop their -way of 
life in an Islamic environment apart trom
6
the Hindus, 
who out numbered them about three to one •. 
Thus Pakistan became an extraordinary country formed 
not around a language or·a people but e:t>eated because of an 
ideology, a belier, the religion of Islam. Campbell develops 
the Isla!nic inf'lul!lnce theme and describes conditions under 
$Mangle. Prgject West Pakistan, A Report Prepared by 
the Columbia Services Company .. lnc. (South San. Frm cisco: 
ColuiQ.bia Services Company, lne •. , 1962) P• ;>. 
6..ian Stephens, .Pakistan (London; Ernest Benn Limited, 





which it exists: 
Pakistan is a nation of highly diverse physical .and 
cultural makeup whose only reason for independent national 
e.:x:istenoe was that her people t~ould otherwise have 
constituted a religious end cultural minority in 
independent India. As a nation and as a culture, 
Pakistan cen be described by such related terms as these: 
Islrunic, agricul t<J.ral, underdeveloped, and traditional. 
'l'he bulk of the people !ll'e illi ter&te and unskilled, per> 
capita economic production is low, and cultural changes 
may be painfully slow • 7 
Geographically, West Pakistan is bordered on the west 
by Iran, on the north by Afghanistan, on the northeast by 
Kashmii•, on the southeast by India, and on the south by the 
Arabian Sea. East Pakistan is bounded on the south by t;he 
Bay of Bengal. on the sou.theast; by Burma, and on the west, 
);iOrth, and east by India. It is a land held in abeyance; 
its people held in suspension by their enviromnent; and 
influenced by conditions imposed by the geographical location. 
The social organizl!l.tion has been conditioned by the climate 
and dependence on the monsoons for rain ha.s affected 
attitudes toward life.8 The initiativ<~ of the people of 
the plains ~~d desert has been dried up by the heat to a 
fatalistic and unambitiou.s acceptane.e while the invigorating 
atmosphere of the mountainous Tribal Al'tHH> has i1nbued the 
7 Robert Cr.unpbell 1 Pakistan: Emer·sins Democracy 
(Princeton, New .J:ersey.l Van Nost:r>and Company, Inc., 1963) p.:n. 
8
T. Walter Wallbank, ! Short History sl. India ~ 
l'akistan (l'iew ·:tork: New Aruerioan Lil.lr!ll'Y of 11'1orld Litex>ature. 









Pat.hans with an aggressi·ve spirit. 
'l'he populal:iion of West Pakistan i:s seventy-five 
million with l:l;) per cent classified as r>lral and 15 per cent 
aa ur'ban. Agricultt;tve accounts for 55 per cent of the to·~al 
national income.. It is one of the least developed, 
industx·lally, of tho major countries of the •wrld. :Cndustry 
is slight, although the central governraent has emphasized 
development in economic plan.l11ng .. 9 
ii.s the largest l'loslem countr•y in tl1e viOI'ld, Pakistan 
is the consequence of forcing the Muslims in India to band 
together in rcs.istance to actions taken against them by ·the 
British and the .l'ilndus.. '£he beginning oi' the nationalistic• 
religious movement which culminated in the creation of 
l'akistan dates from the. Sepoy Hutiny of 185'7. Already 
reduced in status from :rntle:rs of India to equality with their 
former .Uindu S\lb jects • the Nus lime wer•e fo:vced to be ax· the 
blame and accept the reprisals for the uprising :t:rom their 
Bri'tish r•ule:vs •
10 
According to Crunpbell. these rep:visals 
were supp1•essive and tended to unite Muslims of extremely 
diff<ilrent tempe:vaments, languages. and baekg:vounds into a 




--- - - -
l$ 
The B:rit:l.eh adopted it as a cardinal principle of policy 
to suppress the Muslims of the areas which they conquered 
fro1n them or other•wise took ovex•, The Br:t ti.sh destt•oyed 
the Muslim system of education. They kept the Muslims 
out of the laws and other professions. By the middle ot 
the last century the Muslims had been almost wholly 
excluded frolf1all civil and military services of any consequence .. 
Other factors were loss of lands for lack of proof of 
ownership; closing of openings in the Army; loss of prestige; 
and gradual loss of wealth. ~rohibition against usury 
eliminated Muslims from banking and money lending causing 
wealth and thE) control of it to pass to the Hindus.,12 '.!:he 
effect, important ·to the presC~tnt attitude of the l?'ftkistani 
and to the lllusl:l.m of ·t;hat period, was to press the ]tluslims 
down into their past. As Stephens points out: 
••• for solace their leading men turned to religious piety 
and Urdu li·terature, largely ref'us ing efforts to keep 
abreast with the West.emizing stream of af:f'airs; er to 
collaborate with the infidel new regime fid the Hindu 
upatarts now flourishing in their place. 
Approaching partition. These were the people moulded 
by history and events that faced Partition. Campbell 
awm-uarizes the s 1 tuation thusly;, 
A p!~!opb with a Pl'ot;~d and glorious palllt; a people whose 
religion embraced all of ite adhe.rents in every phase of 
their lives but excluded nonwbalievers; a people 
11
campbell, 21!.• 21:!•• P• 11. 
12 




systematically excluded from their right to equal l4 
opportunity; and, finally a people in the minorHy. 
16 
As a people, they had little in common. '!'he basic 
identification was that they were almost all but not entir•ely 
Muslims. 'l:hey were Pathan, Punjabi, Sindhi, and Ilengali and 
spoke dozens of languages and dialects; they dt•essed 
differently and ate differently; ·chey lacked unity of ide ;as, 
attitud.es, or rights, or how to govern.15 Even at the time 
of Partition, Stephens .feels the people were not prepared 
.for the role they were to play: 
!"!any were Ul':U'eady, yet, to swallow in .full the idea of 
the Western-style national State, It seemed neithel' 
small enough., nor big enough, to grip their loyalties. 
It lacked the cust01nar•y pull of affection for family, 
tribe, province, or linguis~ic un.its; nor did it offer 
the comfortable sense of !gclusion in a broad frontier• 
less Islamic bro·therhood. 
To the general question1 11 \llhat was undivided India 
like at Partition in 1947 after British r•ule .for two 
centuries?'•, Wallbank says the answex• was to be found in the 
700 1 000 villages in the sub-colrtinent and the great cities 
because it was necessary to kno~~ how ~he people lived. 17 
Campbell describes undivided India as .feuda.listic, 
14campbe11, ~· cit., P• 12. 
l.51:.E1a•• P• 3.5• 
16stephens, ~· cit., P• 31. 






adapted to colonialism and underdevelopment, and lacking the 
vitality necessary for independence and economic development: 
Before Partition, what is now Pakistan was an amazing 
hodgepodge of political entities cr•eahd or sanctioned 
by the British Raj to suit the purposes of colonial 
control; there were feudal mountain kingdoms, areas 
inhabited by fierce tribes who subraieted to a bare 
minimum of 'supervision' and that by the sword or by the 
purse; and areas administered by an efficient hierarchy 
of organization suitable to the purposes of modern 
Pakistan.ltl 
'l'he area of the Mangla Dam Project was close to the 
Northwest Prontie.r of old British India and in the bare· 
minimum supervision zone. In the area, the village man 
outnumbered the city dweller and even the cities were distant, 
Lahore waliil 130 miles, Rav1alpindi 70 and some that might have 
been cities were so influenced by surrounding villages as to 
be little more than larger villages, A village, as described 
by Wallbank, 11 consists of a few hundred acres supporting 
perhaps fifty to one hundred families ••• no paved roads, 
no running water, and no modern sewerage disposal, 1119 
Approximately 250 villages of this type could be seen from 
the Grand 'l'r•;.mk in the seventy miles bet\~een !'langla and 
Rawalpindi, From the air route over the area between 
Rawalpindi and Lahore 1 thousands of similarly situa·ted 
v·illages dotted the countryeide •. It was not unt.1.sual for as 
18campbell, ~· ~., p, 86. 








many as seven villages to be located within a half-mile 
radill.So 
18 
Post-Part1tio:q. Fr•om August through December, 191~7, 
two weeks prior to the official transfer of power from the 
British to the l'akist(!tni and Indian governments on August 1$, 
the divided Punjab was torn by co11.flich Religious fanaticism 
and mob violence ruled the migration of the Hindu and Sikh 
minori'ties of the east Punjab to the Indian west Punjab, and 
the Muslim minority of the east P~jab to the Pakistani west 
Punjab. This migration has been characterized as one of the 
most "OOrrible disasters in modern his·toryf 
••• it has been estimated that by the end of the year 
six and one-half million refugees. crossed into fakistan 
terx•itory and that !:)oo.ooo Nuslims wel'e killed or, in the 
case of many women, abduoteq.. N.ore than five million 
H.indus and Sikhs fled from the P!.mjab, and large numbers 
of them. were massacred en route •. 20 
This was the chaos of Partition and an influence on 
1964 thinking. 
At the 'time of P&rtition, administrative machinery was 
weakl even today the administration of the political scene is 
through a number of controls: 
In the far north, there is practically complete autonomy 
, with military protection in the sce:~es of Gilgit, Hunza 
'·''''~f, l~agar. '£he other semi•autonomous 1r~ates and the 
former agencies along the A:f'ghanb ·~an border have been 
-- -----
given 'l'r.i.bal Area s ~a:!; us • For the rest 1 there is the 
pe:ttern of Basic Democracies and responsible political 
partic:Lpation.2l . 
II • THE PAKISTANI 
19 
In discussing the nation and pre-Partition India and 
post-Partition Pakistan, the term 1Huslira' has been used in 
reference to the people without defining their origin. Who 
are the Muslims that became Pakistanis? World Havk Ency• 
clopedia describes, thusly, the peoples that became Pakistani 
by virtue of being enclosed in a cownon geographical 
boundary: 
In the western section of West Pakistan are to be found 
the Baluch:l. divided into 12 major tribes and l'eportedly 
· of Arab ovigin • In the area of the delta and lo~<Jer 
course of the Indus River are Sindhi peasant tribesmen 
and just tq their• north an isolated island of Brahue, of 
Dravidian origin. In the east central region are the 
Ra,jputa and the Jt1ta, elementa of Indo-Aryan origin who 
were converted to Islam many centuries ago. In the north 
and northwest are. the hardy, war•like, nomadic and semi• 
nomadic Pathans. Punjabi, Pushtu, and Sindhi are impor• 
taut regional languages. !'!any othev languages, including 
representatives of the Austric, Dravidian, Indo-European• 
lndo•Aryan, Irianbn1 Ct;~ntval Aeian, 2~nd Tibeto-Chinese families are spoken by small groups~ . 
Calllpbell speaks of the majority of the people as· 
lllembers of a depressed class, 11 •• they ave wanting, they are 
ignorant, they are ill, and they are abused: 
21
campbell1 .2£• ill• • P• 67 • 
2211 Pakistan, 11 ~ l!Jorld ~ Encyclopedia 2! 2 









· 1. Poverty. 1'he per. capita income in 19$9·60 was ~55 to 
$60 ••• di!flts were inadequater the avex>age daily 
caloric intake was aooo. 
z. Ignox•ance. Education has been a condition of privilege. 
3. Ill Health •.•• one doctor for eve1•y 9,600 people. 
4• Inequality • •• the privileged have always controlled 
most of the pr•operty and income, they have emjoyed 
all of the 1 status' md to a large extent they· have 
lived their lives with little or• no regard i'or the 
llnderpriviledged. Justice has been too cumbersome 
and expen~jve for the common man, and mercy was not 
expected. 
In the area of Mangle Dam, the World Book's description 
of: the people and ·their conditions of living was typical: 
t'lost people of Pakistan are farmers struggling to malre 
a bare living i'ron; tiny plots oi' land. 'l'hey lack money, 
seldom have good seed, and r•a.rely use fertiliz.er on 
·thei;;: land. :Poverty an'i deb'' ave evev pr·esent, while 
illiteracy, disease, and hopelessness are common. These 
people l:Lve in ~;~mall villages fx•om bil•th to death. Few 
of them ever visit a large town or city. New ideas are 
not oal>il.y accep·i.ed in a society so bound by t:radJ:tion., 
Most of the people c~not read, and the old ways seem 
stathfs.ctory to thezn~tl-
Extrames of the social BM<le ar·e mtiirked. Culture, 
education, and the methodologies of the cux•:~;-~mt eentut•y can 
be contrasted "With Villagers and tribesmen t.Uling tools 
unchanged :ln centlu•iet. Howeve:l:' ~ change is taking pl.ace 
among the people. 
Transition, accompa.'l.:led by all the pl'obl¢:m:;~ of change 
is everywhere in the lives of the paoplet 
Life in citi&s has reached a point very nea:;;' a pattern 
23campbell, .2.J?., cit., P• 91•92 
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and the process of transition has become more subtle and 
sophisticated. But·l:l.fe in the village is comparatively 
very simple and more static in nature. Any minor change 
becomes a thunders·t;orm, · 
Aging people after long yearll of e~tperience develop a 
liking to certain customs and adislike to certain other 
social modes. On the other hand, the budding gene:r•ation 
with a new access to life gropes amidst th6'1 customs they 
freshly come in contact with and a sense of obedience or 
re~cerence to the matu::;>e folk is the only check in their 
headlong z,eal. So things novel and mach appealing could 
not gain a hold over them. 
But obedience to the elders is vanishing and the relation• 
ship of the gene.rations is in as much tx•ansition as is 
the transition from the village to the city. The isolation 
of' ag§§ is jeopardized with each visit to the neighborhood 
town .2!:> . · · · . , 
The !'!Iangla Dam Project, the seven year contxoact to dam 
the Jhelum IUvel' a:t Mangla and an integral portion of t;he 
Indus River Basin Plant wae a six·ty square 111ile area located 
half in Pakist;an and half in Azad Kashmir. 
The contract for cons truution o:l.' Mangla .D&.tn was held 
by the l•ie.ngla Dam Contractox•s, a consol'tium of eight 
contracting firma with t;he Guy F'. Atkinson Company, South San 
Francisco as official sponsor. 
Th$ Mangla Project, a pa.rt of thc:! Indus Basin Plan in 
the water shed tr•eaty agreement between Pakistan and India, 
was financed by the World Bank. 
Z!>n,J.:ranai tion,'1 Illustrated Weekly .2!'. Pakistan 




The expatria:t;e community, Baral Col()ny, a modern town 
of over 500 homes, apartJ!!ents., ancl bachelor quarters was the 
home of the American personn.el and Pakistani technical and 
supevvisory personnel of.' the Mangle. Dam ContractoNl and the 
U.ni ted Kingdom personne 1 of Binnie and Partners, the Br1 &ish 
engineerlng consultan·c f'irra. Also within Barel were the Baral 
QuliU,"ters for 800 private sel?vants and Faldstan1 personnel 
employed within the colony. l31iU,"al had a school for approx• 
imately !)OO students, two cht.wches, a hospital, a shopping 
center, a restaurant and a.dult soeb.l ca:nt®r, and recreation 
facilities incl.udi.ng a theatre, bovJl ing s.lley, swi':llll'l:i.rlg pools 
and athletic fields. 
Olltside Be.ral, but within the Project site, were three 
labor camps, Thill and Thill Annex, Bong and Jar3. 1 for single 
men housing approximately 10,000 laborers, technicians, 
:t't:~remen and clerks t<nd the family colon3.es for lolalazar and 
Gulberg. 'l'hese camps were two, five and twenty m:i.les from 
Baral. Mangle Colony,. home of the tvater and Power• Develop-
ment Authority of West Pakistan personnel, was across the 
Jhe.lum in Azad Kashmir. 
Mangle. is located 800 miles north of Karachi an.u the 
Arabian Sea, 130 miles north o.t Lahore, capite.l of West 
Pakistan; seventy-five miles south and east of Rawalpindi and 
Isle:mabad, Capital of Pakistan; and 100 :miles in any north• 





I.n .air miles, l'la.ngla is seventy-five miles from Afghanistan; 
. sixty miles from India; 275 miles fl'om the neares'~ U .s .• s.f!. 
border; 300 miles from Sinkiang Province of China; and sixty 
miles from the United Ne.tions Kashmir C<!Hi\lle Fire Line. The 
moll:ntains which form the S;lb-.Gontinent of Asia are the Great 
Rimalyas, seventy-five miles north, and the KaraKorrun Range, 
K2 at 28,250 feet, 200 miles north. 
The Mangle. story began in 1960 with the signing of 
the Indus Basin Development Fund Agreement, an outgrowth of 
the treaty between Pakistan and India which divided the waters 
of the In~us Basin between the two countries. Like the treaty, 
the Development Fund Agreement was negotiated by the i'iol'ld 
Bank. 'rhe agreement established an ~·Boo million doll!\X' fund 
to finance projects de:~igned to replace rivet' waters assigned 
to India under the treaty and to promote economic development 
in Pakistan. Contributors to the Fund, administered by the 
World Bank, were thEl t,rnited States, United Kingdom, Germany, 
Z6 New Zealand, At<stralia, and Cf.\nada. 
i<Jork l:legan on the f'roject in Januaz•y, 1962 with a 
completion date of J\tly, 1960. The eal'th moving statistics 
of the job were staggering# the. volume of the meJ.n dam uses 
saventy~n ve million cubic yards . of earth; more than fi:t'ty• 






c'Ounting Jari J)ara, the Sukia•• Dike, the l3ong Canal and 
stockpiling, the total volume of earth moved approximated 200 
million cubic yards. 
The :Pakistani :m.pplied the manpower required for the 
comrcruction of Mangla Dam. With less tharl 600 expatriate 
personnel, including employed wives and out-or-school 
dependents, to superviee the widely varying functions of 
management and construction, it was essential to employ 
;nationals by the thousands. Because of the attraction of 
jobs, ranging from laborer to the technically skilled, Nangla 
llam Project became a rnelting pot ot' the peoples, languages, 
and problems of Pakistan. Not the l:east·of these problems 
was the adjustinent of the Pakistani, living under the 
enervating conditions of Pakistar~, to the vit!;llity level 
requisite to adequate perfol"rnanee in construction ~vork. 
O·ther problems were the struggle against ~radition; :religious 
conservatism cei}tered in the past; a histox•y of subjugation; 
economic slavery; and inertia of illiteracy. In the doing of 
the same thin,g in the, tra.di tional way, one expended a 
minimum. of effort and did not offend or appear odd and 
different. Conformity and uniformity was a protection but 
also a limitation in that it stifled ingenuity, growth, 
development, experi.ence, imagination, cl.>eativeness, and the 
will to achieve. ., 
'J.'o many of the Pakistani who came to Mangle it 
duplicated a previous construction experience but for 
thousands it presented an opportunity to learn a trade; to 
achieve status l or to I• each economic security. For the 
experienced, it meant the possibility of a better job than 
previously enjoyed at tiars;ak Dam or any of the numerous other 
foreign construction jobs .• 
':the Pakistani personnel, althcllgh limited in scope to 
the Muslim majority with a small per cent of Christians, 
crone .from ev0ry city in Pakistan; from the villages of the 
Punjab and Azad Kashmir; and from the Tribal Areas and spoke 
every lan.guage and every dialect. They wer·e a cross seetiOll 
of \~est J?akisten with a few Bengalis from East Pakistan. 
Ethnically, the personnel were the antalgamation of many races 
for· ·t;he ~!a.ngla area is located on the route of aggression 
through ·~he :Khybe;r Pass. In appearance there 111ere. no 
similarities in heighth and. shadings rax1.g;ed frora almost black 
to very light tan. 
[;;very conceivable combins;~ion of edt<cation• experience, 
attitude, provincialism, religiolls acceptance, cultural back• 
ground, and village customs, folkwa,ys and mores were repres• 
entll;ld. The only common factor•s for thilll loose association of 




From the recreation point of vie1·l, the P aldstani were 
as widely diversified in their education; their recreational 
skills and interests; their backgrounds; and their customs as 
th&y were in their dress and l:anguages. Basically 1 per•sonnel 
with two types of backgro1mds had to be sa·bisfied in the 
recreation program: (1) illiter•ate personn.el with limited 
recreation s:ldlls wit-h volatile tempez•amerrts and guided by 
emotional reaction; and (2) educated personnel and trained 
a.:nd skilled teclmicians. 
An addltional and significant factor was the experience 
gainod from the B;r;•itish in administration. This was a theory 
of rnanagen1ent that assigned almoa t absolute pm-1er for the 
control and treatm.ent of men responsible to the individual 
receiving the power assigrmwnt, 
The expa·tria te pE>rsonnel had to work w:l th Pa.'<:istani 
personnel combininl$ na:tional bJ:)ashness, unswe1•ving acceptance, 
ca.g;ey opport:u.nism, varying degrees of honesty, loyalty and 
power grabbing deceit. These were the people working for the 
Contractors and the Contractors had, as expatriate personnel, 
men of a differen'll· civilization; a comparable but different 
faith; and skilled in dozens of trades but not in diplomacy, 
international relations, or. human relations, 1'heix• concern 
was moving dirt and keeping the equipment rolling •. Conatruo• 
tion men fighting time brutally to build a dam and neither 
qualified nor having ti+ne to unth~rtake the 5ocia.1 amenities 
27 
or ·maintain social relationships and without job incentives 
to· do so. IHnimuri1 eight hour days, six days each week, 
three shifts under pressure do not creEJ.~e diplomats only 
trainers anxious to improve ·the caliber and ability t1f the 
trainees. And these men were expected to moll.ld·lO.OOO 
aensitive, p:t"ide-ridden, histor'ically proud Pakistani into a 
labo:t> f'ovce to man the job and broad enough to range from 
common laborers ·~;o · skilled technicians in every conc~<li vable 
:t'Llnetion. 
The Pakistar•is learned bub once having lear'ned had to 
be gll.arded against u.mmthorized, \lnexplainable and impromptu 
variations. If' problems of' a'i:justmen~ arose, ic happened 
because o:C con!lict~; of intcx•est bet-•• :een the construction 
men and the l'akil:ltanl personnel. Each group knew what it 
wanted. The Atnex-icans wanted to build a Darr, on schedule. 
'l'he Pakistanis wanted to lllfJ.ke individuli\.1 p&I'sonal g~tins as 
varied as thei.t' nuniber• and stage of achievement. 1 t took 
·~iltte and face-·t;o .. .:race unde:r•sr~anding to adjust with workable 
solutions •. 
CHAP'l'ER III 
OBJECUVES OF THE RECREA'l'ION SERVICE 
Objectives aNl pr•ima:ry to intelligent planning as the 
goals to be achieved. They are established to guide efforts 
to an effective realization of the purposes of an orgrulization. 
Lacking objectives, planning has no purpose and the enterprise 
has limited future. Any action becomes meaningless and 
uncoordinated because there is no focal point, no ta:r•get and 
no incentive. Successful completion of any project requires 
that personnel know what ·they are seeking as every individual 
or group must work toward accomplisltment of the objectives. 
Not only must an enterprilie have objectives but each 
function within the enterprise must have objectives which 
harmonize with and contribute to the fulfillment of the 
enterprise objectives. 
Objective must exist if policies to interpret them 
into action and proceduves to manage the wovk are to be set. 
I. 'fHE ADMINIS!i'RATION 1S OBJECTIVES: 
'.nlli RECfiEA'l'ION MISSION 
The recreation mission was the statement of top 
management's objectives, either written or verbal; specific 
or implied; established by decision or command that presented 
management's expectation and attitudes toward their 
recreation service. The objectives could be defined in 
planned policies o:c• could be developed as the aftermath of 
29 
problem situations. 'l'he first approach was a thou.ghtful 
forecasting of anticipated needs. The second was usually a 
spontaneous solution to a single incident. 
When management's leadership~ as defined in their 
policy statements; in their directives; or thx•ough personal 
and staff conferences, was not fox•thcoming it was unfortunate 
but not tragic. J"ohn Like, Manager, !',an Fernando Valley 
Veteran 1 s Adrninistrat ion Hospital described the problem and 
proposed a solution: 
Management didn't x•eully know wha.t it wanted from 
recreation, and, furthermore, it wasn.'t certain that the 
doctor's did either. '.ro press a point, he made this 
ana.logyi If you were a pati.ent in a hospital, you . 
wouldn't want the administrator to di.agnose your illness -
you would expect the doctor to do that. By the same 
token, the manager and the physicians would expect 
recreation personnel to admin1st;er recreation. All 
professions are expected to contribute, and recreation is 
not an exception. Reoreation personnel must have the 
intuition and imagination ·i;o further the program. Nobody 
finds ·the road blueprinted, l"lanagemeJ:Pi doesn't even kno~l' 
the ql.lestiona, must less the answex•s. 
A similar situation at the i"langla Dam Project was 
further complicated by a lack of acceptance of recreation 
and .firm di.reetives by which acceptance could be gained,. 
Absentee management, in planning the total project, recognized 
2711'Hospital Recreation," Proceedings, California 
Recreation Conference (Sacramento# California Recreation 
Commission, 19;)6), (n. P•) (iiJirneographed) •. 
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the need for recreation but did not forward .their concept and 
understanding of recreation or a plan for implementing the 
proposed recreation service. Consequently, instructions and 
orders to resident management, regarding the vecreation 
service, were vague as to recommendations on policy and 
procedure. The recreation service was, under these limitations. 
hampered and lacked authority to proceed on a pl'escz•ibed course 
of·development. 
Developm.ent of recreation, lacking the guides to be 
:fotmd in objectives, directives, or stated financial limi'ta .. 
tions, was controlled by setting policy on each problem or 
incident as it occurred. Policy was set by !U'fhmative ov 
negative decision on each action or by no comment and·no 
deeision. Polley, thas established, also defined the 
objectives. 
Recreation shotlld be given equal consideration in the 
philosophy of management toward welfare of personnel. 
Adequate :facilities, a cz•eative staff; and authorized services 
for recreation help to rainirnize absenteeism, medical treat• 
ment, ar>d discontent and dissa.tisfactiorl as much as housing, 
provision of food and medical care. If the normal tx•eatment 
of employees as practiced :In Pakhtan_and other "~aiatic 
countries was modified and liberalized, the recreation service 









Objective one. Understand ~ utilize national 
characteristics. 
.31 
The recreation mission should incorporate a recognition 
of the need of most Pakistani to grow creatively; to achieve 
status; and to make a personally unique contribution. 
According to Schall: 
In a world {or specifically a countri/ of increasing 
newness and rapidity of innovation, the call upon human 
creativeness affects every aspect of industry and each 
stratum of the hierarchy of m~8agement Cor the progress 
and growth of a new eountrif. 
The building of Mangla Dam against time limitations 
and financial incentives required that management's objectives 
and the Pakistani personal and national strivings for recog-
nition compliment each other. Objectives should have 
intrigued, motivated, and directed personnel to action which 
1ncladed action on management's objectives. 
ObJective two. Define & :eolicy !.!19, puroose ~ 
organizational placement 9:£. ·!!:l.!. recl'eat ion service. 
Creative use of leisure by personnel waa either 
important to the enterprise or it was not importsnt • It 
could not be considered important today and not; ·tomorrow;. be 
limited at one tim(; anCI expanded in another; or opers:t;ed 
under a cloud of doubts and reservations. It was either 




fire prevention operation, or it operated without powers and 
.stabilizing policiel:l end became a fire fighting operation. 
The existence of a set of regulating objectives was 
essential; the orders, the policies. the procedures or 
similar instructions that defined the role and mission of 
recreation. 
'l'he training of personnel to use their leisu:re effec-
tively; the provision.of adequate facilities; and the 
cweating of necessary encouragements and inducements to use 
both leisure and facilities was neither a halfway, sometime 
supported, oamp f'ollowex• type of program nor an essent:tal 
but, nevertheless~ expensive frill. 
The recreation service had to be solidified by a job 
description del:tneating and defining the purpose. Incidental 
acceptance and accidental growth had hazardous side effects 
on the succ.ess of the service and the att:tt<~des and mental 
set of the personnel ass i.gned to manage the service. Manage• 
ment 1 s lack of experience with a recreation service could 
have been 111inim:tzed by policy statements reducing the 
pressures resulting from constant need to defend, promote, 
and demonstrate the value of the service; and to continually 
justify actions; and refute challenges. Recreation. should be 
part of the tree of the plan of organizationnot out on a 
lin:lb. Time spent on survival tactics could have been more 
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of the operation through more adequate supervision. 
Recreation has to be established by stated policy for 
status and acceptability. In a departmentaliZed operation, 
the process suggested by Koontz and O'Donnell should be 
applied to basic organization with emphasis on the rec1•ea·cion 
department: 
••• establish enterprise objectives • 
.. formulate plans and policies for their 
accomplishment 
•determine activities necessary to execute these 
plans and policies 
-enumeNI.te and classify activities 
•group activities for greatest effectiveness in 
terms of enterprise objectives i.e. tie all 
departments together horizontally and vertically 
by authority x•elationsh:lps in the organize.tion 
-assign each group, normally through its head, 
the aut~~rity necessary to perform its acti• 
vities. . 
Recreation should have been assigned a position in the 
chart of organization and coordinated to other departments 
and functions. Other departments, v·ested interests, and 
primary functions should not set their own degrees of cooper• 
ation. Management policy determines the atmosphere, if not 
the letter, of cooperation. 
Objegtive three. Make leisure 2J: personnel oon&tructive. 
Effective operation within any organization stems from the 
job accomplished by management through the lowest employee. 
29Harold Koontz and Cyril O'Donnell, Principles of 








How that employee performs his job depends on his att:l. tude 
and the a·ttitudes of his f'or.eman and supe:t>v:l.sor. 'l'he leisure 
of the employee and the absence of or effectiveness of exis-
ting recreation activities will affec·t; the attitude of each 
individual toward the company. 
!JI!anagelllent should recognize: ( l) that labor problelllS 
ferment during leisure not when men are occupied in work. 
Personnel with leisure and nothing to do will gripe and 
grouse on their problems and wrongs, both real and fancied. 
A philosophy applicable to any project was, nand it will be a 
far lllOre difficult task of c:l.vilization to teach :men to use 
leisure rightly than to instruc·t them how to labor 
-o 
efficiently.,..) Such a statement had current application 
despite its origin in 191$; (2) that tensions and aggressions 
in individuals or group could be released and worked off by 
participation in recreation activities; and (3) that skill and 
alPil:l.ty in sports can be more important than prejlilLd:l.ces and 
that teaching sportmanship can eliminate many Ulequalities. 
The concept, that people willing to play togeth"r are less 
likely to split into factions, can be applied to leisure 
and recreation activities •. 
30 . 
John H. Finlay, LLD, in a speech, n:rhe Wisdom of 
Leisllre .'1 9th Annual Meeting, Flaygrollnd and Reoreatio11 
Association of America, 1915. 
""---· --- --~-
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Objective ~· Provide staff adeguate !£ ~ 
.achievement Q£ objective. Staff employed by the project 
recreation manager had to be sufficiently qualified to have 
or to be able to earn the confidence of the manager. 
Similarly, there should have existed an acceptance of the 
project recreation manager by top management as to technical 
ability and qualifications to make recommendations pertinent 
to the operation of the recreation department. Personnel1 
with a survival inter•est in an operation and a desire to do a 
creative job should be presumed ·to be making valid and 
appropriate suggestions based on knowledge and expe1•ience. 
Serious limitations were imposed on the recreation 
service when understaffing :required the project recreation 
manager to perform as manager, worker, and leader. Manage-
ment became limited when the constant supervision, of 
directives and personal appearances, required :t'o:r the man!).ge• 
ment of decentralized staffs, was not possible. Any limit&• 
tion made necessary by mandatory assumption of staff positions 
hindered the effectiveness of supervision and planning. As 
Allen so aptly reviews ·!ihe px•oblem, 11\'le can conclude only 
when he is planning, organizing, coordinating. motivating, 
and controlling the work of other people is a manager 
managing. 113l 
Jl 




Objective f!!!:.!• Provide adequate, supplies, equipment 
and facilities. 'l'he quantity and quality of supplies and 
equipment needed and the variety and quality of facilities 
required both indoor and outdoor, had to be determined and 
a,pproved. The ob·taining of these equipment and fac:l.lity 
needs, either by purchase or production through other 
departments, should be given an appropriate and timely 
priority by top management. 
The construction of facilities, their completion and 
appearance, was dependent on the philosophy and policy of 
management relating to personnel management and rela.tions •. 
When the relations were of secondary consideration,. it was 
possible for facilities either• to be delayed for long 
periods or to be adapted from facilities constructed for 
other purposes. 
\lihen facilities were constructed for joint use 
between different departments, the details of use and 
management should always be stated in written agreements 
and approved by top management. '!'his had pa:rticLtlar appli• 
cation when one department 'owned 1 the facility &nd the other 
uaed,:J:.t under all the difficulties bequeathed to an outsider. 
Programs could neither be planned nut- operated with• 







These facilities were available in the Pakistani labor 
srwrts .\WE. Athletic Fields 
Baral g.uarters:· Two volleyball courts 
Table tennis area 
Bong Camg • Football (soccer) field • 
Combination cricket and kabbaddi 
field 
Rockey field 
Two volleyball cour•ts 
Shotput-Weightlii'Ung area 
Basketball court 
Jari Camp ; Basketball court, cement 
Two volleyball courts 
Combination hockey, football, 
cricket and kabbaddi field 
Outdoor gymnasium 
Badminton court 
:l'hill Camp I Combination hockey, football and 
cricket field 
Kabbaddi field 
Three volleyball courts 
Badminton cou.rt 
Basketball court 
Deck '.!:ennis court 
Table 'l'ennis area 
Shotput-Weightlifting area 
Recreation Offices 
Bard Quarters: Portion of living quarters, 
rooms assit;ned as reading/ 
games room/library 
: Food service area in former mess 
hall assigned as x·ecreation 
center 
:: Food service area in former mess 
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Thill Camp 1 Two portable office shacks 
originally serving as the camp 
dispensary 
Recreation Centers: (Games rooms, reading rooms, l.ibrary. 
indoor table tennis) 
Baral Quarters ; Tl:lree living quarters rooms and 
outside lighted table tennis 
area 
Thill Camp 
1 One half of a for•mer• mess hall 
with a grunes and r0ading area 
developed in fr•on'i; of building 
: One former mess hall not including 
cooking area 
; One quarter of a former mess 
hall 
Theatres, Out door ~ stages 
'l'hill came 
lliooden scr•een 1 cinemascope 
size, semiMprojec'tionbooth 
on living quarters porch 
: Wooden screen, cinemascope 
size, wooden field shack 
converted to projection booth. 
Cement stage brick side walls 
no roof 
1 Wooden screen, cinemascope si&e, 
wooden projection booth 
: Permanent brick screen and stage 
sufficient in si&e for 
visibility by an audience of 
;;,ooo 
Per1nanEmt brick projection booth 
meeting Pak1:;1;an cinema act 
specification 
Gulberg ~ Llalazar Colonies 
Area for set;ting up portable 
screen 
: lr1door ti>.~'<Ja for setting up 
portable cHlreen. 
.- -- -- --
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II • l'flE PHOJhCT Rll:CREATION MANAGER 1S OBJECTIVES 
~ recreation service. The determination of goals 
was e~sential. These goals became the objectives to be 
achieved by the policies, the procedur·es, and the program 
developed to su.pport them. 
'l:he setting of objectives should be accomplished in 
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confe:r•ence with top management. When this was difficult to 
achieve, the presumed objectives of management had to be 
formula ted by and incorporated into the objectives of ·t.he 
project recreation manager. 'resting of objectives formulated 
under these condit;ions was accomplished by the reac·~ion o1.' 
management when objectives created a situation requiring a 
decision. Policies or objectives formulated under fire were, 
however, unlike those developed through preliminb'ti'Y stt\dy, 
subject to evaluation under continuing combat conditions~ 
Objectives, regardless of how created, were the reasons 
for being; the purposes for tv"hich the service was originated; 
and the statement ot 'che intent of tl'le recreation service as 
applied ·to the individual; to personnel in general, and to 
management. 
Interwoven into ·the problems of developing a recreation 
service for Mangla Dam were the problems imposed by manage• 
ment; (l} duignation of :recreation as a supporting function 
without defining the :recreation objectives and relating them 
I 
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to the enterprise objectives; (2) emphasizing r•ecreation, as 
an aftermath of each labor disturbance, but not maintaining 
a strong, continuou.s recognition; and (J) lack of a strong 
feeling of identification and. a strong sense of' team member-
ship vJhen the function was conducted in a vacuum isolated 
from the primary construction functions. 
In working with a different language and nai;ionality 
group, four sets of objective.s had to partner and par•allel 
(l) the management's objectives; (2) the project recreation 
manager's objectives; (.3) ·~he group developed o'bjectives of 
the recreation staff; and (4) the personal and secret 
objectives of the individual recreation st;aff membeps. 
objectives • aJ.though influenced by management • staff • and the 
personnel to be served were dependent on the manager's 
understanding of (1) the pt;J.rpose of l'ecreation; (2) the 
purpose and functioning of recreation in a construction 
operation; and (3) the people to be served. 
The resolving of objectives under conditions involving 
differences of culture, customs, and x•eligion made it essential 
to solicit aid and assistance from the staff. It was best to 
approach the problems of r•ecreetion with great insecurity 
confirmed in the .l;lelief that existing knowledge could not be 
applied • 'I!he prohlem was to achieve an equa.li ty with the 




or rejected without fear of malice or retaliation; and in an 
understanding and cooperation in which policies could be 
solidified and necessary working procedures developed. The 
sharing of management wa.s complicated by individual differ-
ences between the project r•ecreation manager and the Pakistani 
staff. These differences had to be respected. As stated by 
.Bethel and others, 11 'l'he whole lesson of individual differences 
cries out against expecting u.niformity and thence expecting 
any other individual to respond exactly as you would."32 If 
this precept could be applied to the American culture, then 
it should apply not only to the Islamic culture and to the 
Pakistani btrt also to their right to be different from the 
Americans; and to participate in the sett:J.ng of objectives 
which were acceptable to ·~hem. 
Acknowledgement of the existence of differences in 
people within one culture emphasizes the existence of v&st 
difference between peoples of dissimilar cultures. Also 
emphasized was the essent-ial use of a slow, feeling•the~way 
relationship in Which leadership and management became 
synonomous. 
Constant effort was necessary to control the tendency 
to confuse lack of educaUon and inability to understand 
32La.wrence Bethel md others, Industrial Otsanization 
~Management (New ·Yorkt l'lcGx•aw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
1962) P• 44$. 
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English with lack of ability. If not careful, the project 
recreation manager neglected the development of the staff by 
making all the decisions for them. The philosophy of Allen 
had to be applied and language and cultural barriers 
surmountef.h 
'.l.'he manager must avoid becoming coni'LU!ed and frtlstrated 
by thabi tually rttakillg the operating decisions ar•d deal• 
ing with problems of immediate urgency• to the point that 
the important phases of his management the planning and 
things for the future are relegated to minor roles or 
neglectea,.33 
The project recreation manager had to guard against 
the differences in language; nu8J:l,ces in expression; 8J:!,d the 
Pakistani characteristic to signify understanding regardless 
of the degree of understanding. Control of constan·Uy 
irritating detail had to be handled by t1•aining and delegation 
if ·the manager was to survive as a manager. Insufficient 
planning and delegation ru:J.d the failure to utilize all other 
resources through the human resource, had a costliness 
difficuU 
energy as 
to a.ssay as it had to be computed in t:l.lne and 
well as money _.34 
Err•ors in judgement in selecting ~;~taff and delegating 
authority was pr•efeNtble and more acceptable than the lag in 
progress caused by mMagerial time wasted on details, Such 
33Allen1 ££• cit., p, 166 
3~·Iioontz and 0 1 Donnell, £!.£• ill•• P• 199. 
'--.! --------
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errors could be rectified by both training and realignment of 
dutiu: 
It must be assumed that autho1•:U;:y· is delegated to 
untrained anCI tmdirected hancts in order to meet the 
requirements of change, wlth the recosnized future task 
. of taking in the reins and
3
gectifying mistakes when the 
pace of change has slowed • · 
OlJ.lectlve .one, Urm&e:;e by .as:cepted principles 2f 
mEl!lagement • As the responsibility for achieving results 
belonged tot he project recreation mEl!lager 1 the problems 
imposed. by top managemt>rJ,t could not, in turn, be imposed by 
the manager on the staff. 
Ob.)eotive .JU!2• Ads;gt accepted p:vinciples ~ existins; 
conditions ~ influences. 'I'he standards guiding the develop• 
ment of policies and procedures were principles normally 
applied to American management •. Application of these prim:-
iples recognized and. incorporated deviations resulting from 
influences exex•ted by the religion, the islamic culture, and 
the customs, folkways, and mores on the Pakistani personnel. 
~ x•ecreation p:vosrsm. To deter•mine the value _and 
importance of recreation, El!ld thereby to il.scerteJ.n their 
objectives, each of the assistant recreation managers 




prepared a paper on -~he importance of recreation with 
intended application to Mangla Dam Contractors' personnel. 
These papers were summarized to present the views of the 
l'akistani staff. PerVelll, Assistant Recreation l'1anager1 in 
charge Bong Camp believed that: 
4-4-
(1) recreation facilities are essential because it is a 
.means to create the lost energy of a workex• after doing 
labor•iou.s duty because the amenities provide help in 
changing -~he fatigue into fresh life; (2} employees who 
perform mental work favor the outdoor games and employees 
who perform hard labour play games having mental exercise; 
and (3) employees busy on their job and in after-the-job 
recreation aQgivities hav·e no time to think bad and 
evil things.J 
'.l:he objectives offered by Ghaffar, Assistant Hec:reation 
Nanager, in charge Jari Camp defined x•ecx•eation as: 
( l) means to restore human vigour lost during daily 
working exer•cise. It is an importlimt appetite of human 
nature and keeps a workman on his feet, healthy and 
ha~py • so that he ma_ y be able to fulfill his task; and 
(2) as no cash retux•n is involved recreation is not 
treated at par with other musts and is thought of as a 
fancy liability,.,& graceful warden, and a show case of 
an oi'ganization.-' f 
Stating that recreation is essential for many reasons 
both in ·the interest of the employer and the employee, Ch: 
Abdu.l l:lrunid, Recreation illanager, in charge Thill Camp, 
36Haja Hohd. Pervey, 11Recreation and Its Hecessity11 
(Paper prepared for the Camps and Colony Recreation Depart• 
ment, riangla, West Pakis·!Jan, December, 196.3). 
37 Abdul O·haffar Khan, "Han and the Recreation" ( Pape:r 
p:repared for the Camps and Colony Recreation Department, 









llated these values: 
(l) to avoid retardation in the progress of work; (2) to 
avoid raono'tony and to create in tb.e labour more interest 
to work; (3) to l'edu.ee strain of wo1•lq 0~) to make up for 
the loss of socialability; ( 5) to avoid laboilr ilnrest by 
introducing, activities which can give charm to living 
. conditions; (6) to reduce delinquency on the part of 
worke:rs~8and ( 7) to get; an increase output of work from labour • .:> 
Stressing the intei•est of the Pak.istani governtnent in 
arranging recreatio.n activities in the J)evelopment Authorities 
to improve social, cultur•al, mor•al and physical health, 
Rashid, Hecroation ~Jianagor; in charge Baral Quarters, stated 
the value of r•ecreation, 11 as the opportu.ni ty to participate 
in a safe, varied, constructive, interesting, and enjoyable 
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program of recz•eation activities." 
Akhtar, Qamps 'I'heat••e Nenager, felt that the Pl'Ogram 
of :film shows had these benefits (1) important factor in mass 
educa·tion and preservation of the culture of a nation; ( 2) 
mental 1•est as men lost ·themselves in the roles they watched 
and we1•e entertain.ed or learned; (.3) social event for family 
colony residents; and (4) biggest r•ecreat:ion a:ctraction. 40 
36ch: Abdul Harald, "Is He creation i~ecessary? n (Paper 
prepared for the Camps and Colony Recreation Depar•tment, 
Mangle., West Pakistan, December, 1963) 
39:aaahid Ahmad Khan, "Importance of Recreation" (Paper 
prepared for the Camps and Colony Recreation D.epartment, 
Mangle., West Pakistan, December, 196,3) 
40~1ohd. Saeed Akhtar, "Values of F'ilme in Hecr·eation11 
(Paper prepared for the Camps and Colony Heereation Depart• 
ment, Mangla. if/as·~ Pakistan, Decernber, 1963) 
~-------
CHAP1'ER IV 
SPlWIF'IG OBJECTIVES AlllD THE TECHNIQUES USED TO 
ACHIEVE OBJft>CTIVES 
Objective .2!1.!• ill .if.h! objectives .£2!. recreatio11. 
vJhat are the objectives of a recreation program in a 
foreign land for· persormel who are nationals of that foreign 
land? Are the objectives the provision of a program of 
known activities; adaptation of an American program; or the 
overlaying of a program without consideration of the 
recreation experience o:t' ·the personnel? 
Who sets the objectives? flow are ·~hese questions to 
be answered? 
At Mangla Dam all who were influenced or affected 
took part in the determination of objeet;ives, 'l'ha problem of 
their determination was, that to be effective, they must be 
satisfying to those who set them; those who were expected to 
achieve them; and, in the case of r•ecrsation, those who were 
participating in the program, The questions posed could only 
be resolved through the participation of the staff of 
nationals in setting the object:ives. It was a most realistic 
answer to selecting programs and establishing procedures. 
farticipation in a system of management by objectives also 







discretion, and self development."' Per•sonnel must take 
part in plal'l.ning as objectives resulting from the participa• 
tion of all who were concerned wei•e more easily accepted. 
v/here the objectives were written and distributed, 
their interpretation at any point in the organization 
structure had a satisfactory similarity. f'igors and Myers 
express the thought ·that stated or published objectives are: 
• • • a principle means to attain the co-action in free 
discussion, at all organization levels, of company 
objectives • • • Underlying assumptions are that no one 
can make his full contribution to any4~rganized endeavor unless he feels enlisted in its aims. 
Assuming the effectiveness of such co-action in working 
with the people of a single nationality, it was even more 
effective in working with a bi-lingual, bi-cultural staff. 
When the planning and setting of objectives invo.lved the 
individ11al as both a participant and a source of ideas, it 
wae poaeible to use the individue.l. for creative thinking and 
the staff for stabilizing and perfecting the ideas. The 
individual could dream and the group could give his dream 
real:!. ty. 
Objectives, and the resulting policies, benefit from 
ll!eing set in a state of calm, deliberative study wherein 
41 Dimock, 22• cit., P• 18. 
42Paul Pigora and Ghe.:rles Myers, Personnel Admin is• 
tration (Tokyo: f'lcGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1961) p. 44. 
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problems are anticipated and solutions proposed. This point 
had particular application in Pakistan as a measure to avoid 
the problems normal to a correction, an appealed policy, and 
to minimize the i'Uror that an unexpected decision created. 
Objective two. Involve rqan.agement !!!: developing 
management 1 s ob jecti vas ;tqr, r•acreation. Inaction on the part 
oi: management in setting management's objectives and issuing 
policy statements of their expectations caused needless 
pressures and lost motion. Lacking policy statements and the 
general directives con"t;ained in objectives, ·the project 
recreation manager had to (1) recomrr1end policies for approval 
or obtain verbal agreement prio:r to the need for• decision. 
Failure of top mam'lgement to accept the recommendations and 
the reluctance to app:rove something unknown and untested 
often curtailed excellent activities or required painful 
negotiations to achieve; (2) defer decisions requested by 
the s tai'f on progl'&rl and procedul'es and refer to higher 
authority for an opinion. The necessity of referring fo:r a 
decision leaves the recreation management in the position 
of being without authol'ity and the staff with knowledge of 
thi.s lack; and ( ,3) make decisions and incur the wrath and 
results of an appealed decision. 
In procedures two and three, decisions made either by 
top management or the project recreation xru:mager were subject 
~. 
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to review with consequent problems incurred through.limited 
acceptance, retraction, or acceptance through no decision •. 
In the area of interesting management in the recreation 
service no techniques or approaches to force an affirmative 
decision were successful. Ther•e had to be personal 
participation or n1embers of top management in recreation 
ceremonies. As the production, a.tti tude ~md cooperation of 
people increases and becomes more favorable when t;hey feel 
that their employers are personally interested in their 
welfa:t•e, ptlblic s.ppearances were requested. Benefits .from 
the appearance of employers at special functions wer•e 
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assumed to be increased produ.ctivi ty;. a greatex• willingness 
to accept minor irr:ttatiomq and a more personal interest in 
the company's operations. 
Devices to encourage top management and supervisors 
to show their interest by their presence were: .( 1) comm.ents 
by the recreation mane.gei' at all points of con·~aot between 
top management and supervisors tilncouraging attendance and 
participation in entertainment and sports events in the 
labor camps; (2) extending personal invitations from the 
Camps recreation m~magers to specific supex•visors and members 
of' management~ and (3) preparation of a written state1nent 
expressing the participation viewpoint for t.ransmittal to 
the Pex•sonnel l111l.Illl.gert 
--------
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As a point of both public and Pakistani personnel 
relations, this (presence of management at athletic 
functions) is an excellent opportunity for l"iangla Dam 
Contractors to ackno;~ledge the efforts of its personnel 
and to demonstrate to that personnel the active interest 
of the consortiu.m in their leisure activities. 
It is my observation that any such demonstration of 
personal intevest WOllld have a remarkable response in 
developing a feeling of goodwill toward the comptimy. 
I all1 aware that pel'sonal intel'est individually applied 
is often misconstvued as an "adoption" ov sponsoz•ing of 
an individual but a pat on the back, a handshake, or an 
expression of interest in an entive team can only be 
and is nothing more than a morale booster·. It becomes 
an action that makes the personnel more cooperatively 
disposed towards the company. 
I am also aware that most of our personnel are British 
"·trained" by years of colonialism and/or influenced by 
British public relations methods. The British used a 
technique which we canno·c ignove i.e. a pevson in 
authe:Hty was always on hand to present the compliments 
of'the official ovganization. Consequently, the same 
treatment is expected of us. Its lack is noticeable 
andmisinterpveted as lack of interest. Yet thei'e has 
been almost a complete lack of response ·i;o general 
invitations issued by the Recreation Depavtment to 
l'tain Office personnel. Housing, food, r·ecreation 
equipment, and mosques are inanimate, inadequate 
substitutions for the preeEmce and at·!;ention of a guest 
of honor. 
Paternalistic as it may be, i'ailux•e to have official 
representation at leisux•e functions, drall1atic shows, 
athletic contests, and special programs leaves the 
participants and ll!pectatora with the ·bewildered feeling 
that the !'iangla Dam Con·traoto:rs ave impersonally concerned 
in the welf'ave of their personnel. 
Cen some rotating system be worked out wheveby a Jvlain 
Off'ice representative can be assigned to these and 
similar events?. 
Entertainment and dining of the elite was of illlportw1ce 




events, entertainments, and si1nilar activities of the 
workers. The importance of this relationship should have 
been recognized, no·i; only by l1igh level rapport between the 
top management and power influences of ·che country • but also 
by similar rapport bet1~een management and worlters. Halation• 
ship pr•ocedu1•es should have been part of the orientation 
program fM:> the expatx•iates who v1ere responsible for 
relationships at all levels of the oomrtr•uction project. 
'.rhe adjustment of expatriates and Pakis·~ani personnel 
to an accept;ance of something fore:tgn to their• training was 
difficult. It involved the meeting of two cultures and the 
acceptance by each of a status quo, as f'ol' instance, the 
acceptance that one should not be forced upon the other, 
Adjustment to living and working in a foreign land was more 
than acceptance of conditions, it was a recognition that the 
adjustment must conform to variations in thinlting, viewpoints, 
and in the· inf'luence of history upon the present: 
One of the major considerations that must be faced by 
any new, highly centralized administration 1.s that it 
must still depend4jpon many of the societal structures that pre•date i't. 
Objective three. Obtain adequate indoor ~ outdoor 
recreation facilities, supplies ~ m!terials. The prelim· 
ine.ry analysis of physical needs at l'lang1a D!l.lll was made 
--- ----
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l2li000 miles from the site and prior to the assignment of 
the labor camps as part of the project recreation manager's 
job. Such forecasting was req11ired as a basis for the 
$2 
purchase of supplies and construction of facilities. As the 
assignment of reoveation in tbe Camps vias not kno1-m and, 
therefove, not planned until arrival of ·the pvoject 
recreation manager at the pvoject an ix•retvievable loss was 
incurred. Adequate facilities wo:u•e never constructed and 
facilities assigned were px•epared piece.meal over an eighteen 
months period. Early determination of needs guar•antees 
availability as r•equired. 
Employment of a project recreation manager; approval 
.and purchase of anticipated supplies and equipment; and the 
preparation of blueprints of facilities was appropriate 
beginning planning for acquiring fac11H;ies 1 supplies, and 
equipment. But preliminary plans ·were hampered by lack of 





Diff'icntlty in obtaining approval for purchasing 
additional supplies and 1nateris.ls. 
Assignment of low priority on the cons·truction 
of recreation facilities and athletic fields. 
Inadequate procedure for purchasing from petty 
cash or departmental expense account. 
Lack of agreements on the use of .t'acili·ties 
managed by other departments but bz•oadly 
designed for use by the Recreation Department. 
No formal rela.tionships existed between depart• 
menta for joint use of facilities or services. 
Failure of maintenance and constz•uction departments 




6. Absence of any form oz• type of depax•tmental 
budget .. 
These conditions eventually became normal to 
operations z•equiring the same time consumirlg procedure .for 
approval of each or•der. 
Only management policy could clarify these problems 
although it t~as possible to influence action on point five 
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by personal relationships. Ey creating effective personal 
contacts with other e:~tpatriate managers, many impossible 
services were obtained. As a substit11te, however• fox• stated 
policies and established channels of procedure the cost in 
time and effort required for indhidual negotiation of each 
problem consumed an aveNtge of three hours daily • 
Ob.iective l.2!!t• C:t'eate !!:!. accepta~H~e ££. recreation •. 
1n Pakistan, satisfactory busil'lesa or social relation• 
ships depended on the mutual acceptance o.f the pr•incipals in 
the relationship. As applied to l'ecree:tion, the acceptance 
ot a recreation prog:t.•am was secondary to acceptance of the 
individuals who provided the program. '.fhe relationship was 
mQ:re important than the value of the service. A more detailed 
analysis oft his characteristic would have probably revealed 
that it is basic to the philosophy of prestige and status. 
:People respond to personal identification in a relationship 
with a parson in authority. 
Regardless of the reasons, to be accepted personally 
Fil"'''----
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was a favorable step toward program acceptance • Personal 
involvement, personal appearances, and the development of 
personal acceptance was a primary f'e.ctor in the operat;ion 
of the recr~lation service. That the recreation !ll!UHtgement 
responded to and atternpted to provide all requested IHlr·vices 
was a second ma,jor• contribution toward acceptance. J;;ven 
this involved personal partic:l.pation as it was dtlring 
conversations that the needs and problems to be met were 
d:Lscovered. Attracting as many participants as possible to 
the program was 10. third contribution toward acceptan.ce. 
Satisfied par•ticipants with an opportt.mi ty to expr1.H1s them• 
selves :Ln the operation of the progr!l!11 apoke on behalf and 
in support of the program. 
In the aceepttance of recreation by l11.!l.nagement, the · 
relationship of the project recreation mar!t\ger to 
appl'OXilnately fourteen equivalent or supex•ior managers 
determined the acceptance or rejection. Negative policy ~ms 
invoked because of lack of confi.dence ln the recreation 
manager; projected costs which the manage:r was unable to 
adequately explain; persons.l animosities; desire to limit 
experimentation and maintain the status quo; and apprehension 
caused by misinformation and misunderstanding regarding the 
recreation service. 
ObJective five. Strive ~ understand ~ Pakistani. 
The culture, the customs and the mox•es of the 
----
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Pakistani had to be the guides to development of the recrea-
tion service, as for instance, "'.!.'he .fr!illllework of the 
administrative envirorunent 1 is, in p&X't, detei'mined by society 
which governs the kinds of problems which arise; the kind:a of 
action which !llay be taken."44 Any action taken had to be 
based on an understanding of the Pakistani. Language, laws, 
folkways, moves, religion and custollls hsd to be understood to 
avoid corrlllli tting err•ors in judge!llent because of ignorance of 
what was appropriate or mandatory. 
Orientation to an unfamiliar method of leadership; to 
an unknown lang;.tage and nationality: and to a different 
concept of recreation required the project recreation rnanager 
to li;ltudy ethnic and cultu:r•al eharacter:J.st:l.cs to o:t'fs.et lack 
o.f experience. '.I'he British accolllpl:l.t>hed this adjustment by 
requiring a cultural baclq~round; a thorough kno~1ledge of the' 
language: and a training through a living experience ~~ithin 
the villages of their Dit:r~rict. '.t:hese wer·e career 1nen in a 
specializE'><il field of public administration. Granted that the 
construction project was a short term project in which 
technical skills were essential, the public relations with 
nationals of the country in which the construction, or any 
other short term project takes place should be essential. 
44Robe:rt Roy, !h!. Adlllinist:rati ve Px•ooess ( Baltimores 
The John Hopkiru; Pres.s, 19$8). 
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Success of the project in limiting work stoppages depended on 
mir~imizing conflicts bet;.;een the nationals and the exps.triates. 
In a second point. the project recreation manager had 
to ~derstand the cultural behavior of the personnel. This 
is a normal problem even when the manager> and personnel ar>e 
of the same culture end the manager is isolated from his 
staff only by his position. A statement by Bethel and 
others, defines this distinction: 
After such social learning has been acquix•ed, each of us 
lives up to the cus'IOoms and rituals of his own group ( s) . 
because conformity has px•oved re.'!arding ••• the folk.,. 
ways and mores of different gro~ps differ greatly in 
accordance with their culture • , ~ because the manager 
is no longer part of the same groL\p as the wor>kers, he 
stends in
4
ctangar of failing to understand theii' cultL\ral 
behavior. 5 , 
Striving to un.derstend the Pakisteni ltmg11age was 
difficL\lt. The difference between Urdu and English was 
complicated by Urd~.t spoken in six die.lects and with a n1riety 
of British accen't;s, Lenguage was a bar•rier to understanding 
in two instances (1) when the person receiving au instruction 
did not wish ·to accept it; and (2) when the person receiving 
an instruction did not have sufficient lenguage comprehena.ion 
to understand. 'l'he solution was the creation of a system of 
checks to assure that the person receiving the instruction 
was able to follow it. A 1 yea 1 answer did not neceasar•ily 
---- -- ---
imply that the instruction was understood any more than a 
•.no 1 answer could be accepted as ·a lack of understanding:. 
Proof of comprehension was more important than the time 
involved in obtaining the px•oo:f'. The er1•or•s committed 
through f'ai lure to understand were expensive in t; ime, 
material, and exasper·ation. 
Instructions were an exchange of information in a 
series•of questions, Questions were always positive as, 
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11 How do you get to. the gym'l 11 not 11 Go to the gym .• 11 "Where is 
the starter?" not "Can you drive a transport'€ 11 · Questions 
which could be answered affirmatively wHhout showing proof 
of understrutding were an easy, accepted, face-saving escape. 
An admission of' inability ·co understand was deferred, with 
hope th.e.t s omc·thing ~1ould happen pr•ior to the time when fail• 
ure to understand lllllSt be acknoVIledged. An instruction, "Til!te 
me to a jute shop" • once resulted in tu•riv:l.ng at the orange 
be.zaar. 
In essence. the striving to undex•atHnd the Pakistani 
was to achieve a basic principle stated by Koontz and 
O'Donnel as: 
In guiding the overseeing of subordinates, the manager 
must communicate the requirements for job performance to 
subordinates and so motivate them to perform as to assure 
the most effective4gontr:l.bution possible to the group objectives sought. 
46
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pb jeotive ~· Select, tx>a:tn, 2 assign .! staff •. 
The cax>e and px>ooedux>es utilized in. the selection, tr11-ining, 
and assignment of the staff were the determining factor in 
the succes<: of the recreation progra1f1• Not; only did it affect 
the success of the program but, also the. fu·i;ure of ·t;he 
rec:t•eation mru1ager. As Koontz m1d O'Donn,ell point out: 
In order to protect his own performance, the manage:r> 
with many subox•dinates found it esuntial to obtain, 
good subordinate managers, train them well, establish 47 clear-out policies 1 and find efficient means of cont1•ol. 
Key to selection and training was the need for 
individuals capable of operating independently w.ithou·t 
constru1t direction. In a department with seven decentralized 
o.fficee, the e tress was on personnel that possessed cr•eativi ty, 
flexibility, ini tis.tive and common sense to distingetish 
between appropriate and inappropriate actions. 
Recognizing the similar recreation jobs were few ru1d 
trained individetals almost non~exiatent, selection had to be 
a matter of chance with personality and intelligence considered 
as str•ongly as pr•evious experience. Management, the ability 
to control a staff, was primary. Lacking pez•sonnel with 
adequate knowledge, training became important in three vital 
areas ( 1) Adjustment of two cultures, the illuerican approach 
to recreation, and· the l!>ritish emphasis on we.lf!U•e and 
47 ~·. p. 2.20. 
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entertai:ntllent; (2) J:.,inking of, the American concept of 
organization with the Pak:l.stani/Br•itish ideas of informal 
operation; m1d (3) Improvement of abilities. 
were: 
'l:he three chtar•a.cte:ristics of the training procedure 
1. Discussion in a telling and responding, 
question and answer, situation guarantees 
compr•ehension despite language differences. 
':£rlil.ining became informal discussion and 
demonstration lacking any attempt to lecture. 
2. Recognition of the validity of individual 
differences in using the training materials. 
3. Adaptation of a two-way training program in 
which the project recreation manager was, as 
he tra:l.ned, in turn trained by the staff. 
A~ a consequence, the manager had to guard 
constantly against having a closed mind. No 
action by a liltaff member could be either 
co.tnmended oro criticized until the action 
and its effects ~~ere unders·tood. 
Constant emphasis was placed on i.ndividual initiative 
as described by Wilson and Ryland: 
The supervisor has the responsibility of teaching the 
basic principles of social group work biJ.t the worktu• has 
the right and reaponsibilif;g to develop his own way of 
applying these principles. 
Coaching, as a synonym of training, and, therefore, 
more easily understood by the sports conscious Pakistani was 
a useful form of training. In the trs.ining concept, coaching 
wu a personalized :type of training conducted infor•mally in 
a one to one relationship, As it could b~ personalized in 
46aertrude Wilson and Gladys Hyland, ~ocial Group ~ 





the individual to individl.lal approach it was effective with 
the Pakistani because, as Wilson and Ryland indicate: 
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P'orced growth may result in a more tenacious clinging on 
the pliWt pf the learner, to the old idea.s or patterns of 
behavior.«+9 
'£he best application of coaching/tra.ining was the 
method advocated by Pigors and Myers together with their six 
point philosophy and procedure: 
Coaching must be practiced by all levels of management. 
One advantage of this type of teaching method is that it 
promotes the kind of informal com.nmnica tion that can 
lead to mutaal understanding and respect. 
(1) There must be an opportunity to take responsibility, 
even at the risk of minor mistakes. If the coach 
remains at the playe:rts elbow instead of retiring 
to the side lines, the necessary independence of 
judgment cannot be developed. 
(2) 2:he coach should know his subordinate well enough 
to guess intelligently how much he can do on his 
own at any given time. Self-confidence is under-
mined when a person makes many serious mistakes • 
. ( 3) Constructive criticism on the job is helpfl.ll. In 
this way • a person can learn to see his weaknesses 
objectively and to capitalize his assel;m on the job. 
( 4) Climate of confidence is essential ·co learning. 
When we make mistakes. our self•confidence sags. 
But to experiment is bound to lead to mistakes. 
Therefore, the learner needs the support of his 
superiors confidence that he has it in him to meet 
the demands. 
(5) Standards of performance need to be sat both at each 
phase and s.s ultimate aims • '.I: he friendliness that 
shol.lld be part of coaching should never be confused 
with laxity in setting standards. 
-----
(6) Periodic appraisals and joint planning for~the 
next stage of development are also needed.~o 
In applying these coaching principles, the staff was 
permitted to adjust activities within their assignment. In 
any required post-adjustment discussion, successful 
variations were incorporated into the assignment and 
unsuccessful efforts became a part of the training program. 
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Another form of training, the periodic examination of 
what was happening, personnel and program wise, and the 
evaluation of the operation were applied a.s a form of in-
service training. The statement of Schell is concise at 
this point:. 
And as executives, we should develop methods steadily to 
advance the performance of the work which we super•vise. 
Unless improvement is a current part of our activities, 
our own future is probably in danger. 'l'he rapidly 
changing and developing environment in which we live 
provides growing application of' the motto, 1 improve or• 
perish' .Sr 
Objective seven. Maintain mutually satisfactory 
relationships. To establish relations, l;he project Z>ecreation 
manager had these three primary responsibilities (1) to learn 
the needs, desires, and attitudes of the staff; (2) to 
intel'pret these needs to top managemen·b; and (3) to understand 
and be understood in terms of language, culture, traditions, 
$0 
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and customs., Emphasis on human relations and the value of 
the individual and his development was stressed by Pigors 
and Myers: 
The only eff'ective philosophy of management, in a free 
society 1 over the long pull is based on a deep,..fH:lated 
belief in the dignity and vJorth of the individu,al human 
being - in his right to seek his ow:o
2
goals • partly 
through working in an organization.::> 
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In a similar sense, the operation of the recreation 
service fostered a philosophy of management reflecting a sense 
of trust towa.rd employees and a sense of respect for their 
feelings, motives, and personal! ties. AocoJ:>dJ.ng to Chruden 
and Sherman, this philosophy is grounded in px•oduction rather 
than welfare, 11 '.i:he success of' any company depends upon good 
management and upon the ability of its managers to 
results through the efforts of their employees.-53 
accomplish 
An addi .. 
tional statement of Chruden and "'herman adds support to this 
philosophy: 
Merely providing the material and teaching the skills 
with which to fight are not sufficient;. such qualities 
as enthusiasm, personal satisfaction, and a willingness 
to work together - which may be considered as componen·~s 
of morale - are likewise essential for the continued 
success of any organization,r:,:whether its purpose be of a 
military or business nature.::>!+ 
5<2Pigors and Myers, SE.• cit., P• 16. 
$3Herbert Chruden and Arthur Sherman, Personnel 
Ms.na,ement ( Cincinnati: South-I'Jestern Publishing Company • 
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To establish the validity of these assumptions and to 
put them into practice required subtlety and patience. 
Acceptable ways of maintainlng and achieving satisfactory 
social and cuHural relationships wex•e slow to be realized. 
Limitations of language and lack of knowledge of.cultural, 
religions, liU'ld social customs made the relationship a problem 
of slow negotiation through tl'ial and errol'• However, the 
problem was minimized by 'che eagerness of the Pakistani to be 
friendly and hospitable and their desire to achieve the 
status and job protection to be gained through the relation• 
a hip. 
Siit1sfactory relationships between individuals implies 
growth of a feeling of security. Benefits of this security 
are adequate, according to Wilson and Ryland, when 11 axl 
individual is able to accep·c change • , • is secure enough to 
dare to accept the new thus giving up the comfortable old in 
favor the uncomfortable new.S5 Relationships in the 
.Recreation Department were neeessarily.a gradual evolution 
!'rom the known to the unknown and conducted simultaneously 
in three phases (1) the planner was as.sw:•ed that the. privilege 
of planning was both a right and a requirement; (2) the 
leader proceeded with the, assurance ttaat he could act 
independently without fear of reprisal; and (3) the participants 
55 . 
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had to have a program providing for .the interests of all and 
at a'll stages of experience,. 
In the maintaining of relationships, morale had to be 
stimulated end pride in accomplishment fostered if the 
relationship and the implied productivity wer•e to be 
progressively more vital. Everyone had to feel important 
and the best method for accomplishing it was through indivi• 
dua.l contacts. Part of this philosophy is detailed in the 
O'Brien Manual, a key to the personal parUc:l.pation of people 
in political campaigns which had as its thesis that every 
vote· counts: 
• • • that every citizen likes to feel he is somehow 
wired into the structure of pow;;w. That making a man or 
woman seem useful and ilnportant to himself or herself in 
the pot•et' system of American life takes advant;age of one 
of the simplest and
5
goblest urges of politices in the 
most effective way. 
ObjectivE~ eight. Merge management ~ leadership. 
Management was considered a form of leadership in the same 
sense that Koontz and O'Donnell relate the two functions: 
Although managerli!hip is not synonymous with leader•ship, 
the former having as 1 ts eent1•al task getting things 
done through people, can obviously be aceompli:ihed most 
successfully if managers can lead , •• r•elianea upon 
the authority of position is not enough. F'or maximum 
results men need to be led, not driven. Consequ.ently, 
managers will be most effective if they have the 
qualities and take those courses of action which will 
(New 
~6 
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make thetr subordi.nates see i.n th~lf' the best opportunities 
of realizing personal objectives. 
Pigors and Myers agree that effective results in 
working with people, the bringing out of' the best in efforts, 
is accomplished through leadership not drivership but 
requires that the manager eatabl:l.sh critex•ia for the ope:r•ation. 
Recollllllended criteria includes ( 1) giv:lng clear instructions 
and effective training; (2) checking staff performance: and 
(3) stimulating and encouraging better performance through a 
will to work and a desire to grow.58 
The merging of .management and leadership in the 
Recreation Department disregarded the concept of line, staff 
and f'unctional orgt:uJ.ization as too precise for a arnall 
department no matter bow decentralized, The substitute 
pattern emphasized the use of committees and a staff as a 
pl11ral execu·l;i ve. All staJ'f members were manager-leaders. 
Staff operation give x•ecognition to the constant striving of 
the Pakistani fol' status, recognition, the trappings of 
statLl.s, authority, prestige ~md privilege, At the aame time, 
t.b.e delegation of authority was protected through limitations 
imposed in staff review of actions. rn using the staff as 
a group experience, it was possible for ·the individual to 
57Koon·tz and O'Donnell, 2!2.• cit, • - P• l!,48. 




widen his interests and increase his S·ldll and ability by 
comparison of hixnself with other staff members. This was 
66 
in keeping with Dimock's belief that "innovation is nurtured 
in an atmosphere where men are encouraged.to take chances and 
to experiment." 
$9 
staff meetings were cez•emonials with much digression 
from the agenda but formality was present and the agenda 
provided thE~ ritual. In general, the goals set for• ataff 
meetings were: 
1. •ro establish a control of the general program 
through instructions and agreement;s reached 
through collective analysis of the problems. 
2. To create an organization in which decisions· 
were made jointly by mt~ff and manager. 
Staff lneetings were den10cratic devices for 
eva.lu.ation of' Pl'Oblems to the ml:ttual 
advantage of all. 
3· To accomplish cooperative adaptation in an 
atmosphe1•e of acceptance permitting the free 
exchange of ideas • 
Coaching, as described in Objective six, was effective 
in the staff approach to training in the learning•by•doing 
of Pigors and l'iyovs: 
Coaching on the job exemplifies ·&he modern psychological 
principlEII!I of Je arning by doing. People learn best 
when they can .evaluate thei:r• experience as they acquire 
it. This benefit is especially enhanced under the 
guidance of a super:l.or who is familiar with
0
the work 
situation as well as with his subordinate.6 
59Dimoek, ~· £11., P• 106. 
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The coaching aspect became vital when the staff 
meeting was used as a group training ground for the interplay 
of ideas fr•om two cultures and for these pux•poses ( 1) to 
resolve emotional conflicts; (2) ·~o permit interaction of 
ideas; (3) to detr;onstrate behavior pat te1•ns; ( 4) too determine 
the degr•ee of.' self-dir·ect:l.on; (5) ·to control by group 
pi'EiHiisures; (6) to influence and to be infltHmced; (7) to test 
for reactions; (8) to permit modiJHcation and aq.jastment; 
(9) to speak or remain silent but never to post•mortem; (10) 
to create staff :r.apport; and ( 11) to permit :tndividual 
identii'lca tion. 
Objective ~· Sh!l.t'e dep1u•tmental llJanagement. 
l'iaru;gement often operates on the assumption that subordinates 
do ncrt have any ideas ·~hat are useful. Thb philosophy, 
coupled with the bal!!lo problem of management, the segregation 
of persom1el by levels of endesvor, px•oduces a worker in this 
isolation pattern: 
Too often the workez• is reg&I•ded impersonally • H<> has 
no sense of fellowship with the boss, no cornpa.nionship• 
no confidence and no pride in the final prg~uct because 
he does not participate in the enterprise. 
The probabilities of having this philosophy applied 
in a foreign land was great because of the tendency to link 
la.nguage ability or inability with intelligence. However, 





management could by nUiller•ous devices, none o:f which Heakened 
contr>ol, share management. Shared management, because it was 
understood mtu:mgernEJnt, could assist in adjusting the worker 
to h:i.s job and establ:i.sh h:i.s relationship to the company • 
Key management and con't;rol of objectives and policies 
was essential and could not be diffused beyond the manager 
e.ssigned the responsiblli ty. .Howevror, consideration of 
per'eonnel, ·the shaving of ideas, the joint development of 
program, and other phases of planning cooperatively could not 
be constr•ued as abdication of either• responsibility or 
au thorl ty. 
Hanag.emon·~ 1vas essential and had to be dis-.;r·ibuted at 
each level of the or'liJianization as a function of ~'ach 
individual that contvolled any phase of the operation. 
Decisions could be shared in the planning but only 
chaos resulted when the decision was announced by more ·chan 
one individual. It was, llowever·, not so important as to who 
made the decision as it was who shared in the discussion that 
produced the decision. Terming discussion as consultation, 
Koontz and O'Donnell colll!llents on these points: 
The techniq11es of consultation between superio:t' and 
subordinates have numerous applications but• all are 
based 11pon the use o:f conferences :for the transmission 
of information and understanding, and there are, aa a 
consequence, strong overtones of ctg~oc:ratic or team 
approach t;o departmental function. 
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If the staff' was able to develop an acceptable decision and 
each felt that he had an investment in the decbion, their 
acceptance was unconditional and their application of the 
procedure sincere. Failure to permit sharing had, according 
to Pigors and Myers, adverse consequences: 
The reve:r•se of the coin is that failure to conse1•ve and 
develop the human assets of an organization is wasteful 
in a variety of ways. ~isgruntled employees can withhold 
full effort, undercut managerial objectives, and6jhow their hostility in numerous undesirable actions. 
In working with the Pakistani, shared management was 
practiced with these cautions; 
1. Be f'lex:i:ble to perrnit independent; action but 
develop unobstrusive controls on the extent 
of deviations. 
2. :Hiffect compromise where ideas require modifi• 
cation and adaptation. 
J, Change increases the requests for more changes. 
Any successful beachhead in any area is 
quickly applied to all areas. 
4. Evaluation of' discrepancies and variations in 
original plans controls future plans. 
~. Suggestions were often accepted as mandatory 
instrtlctions without benefit of review. 
Obje,ctive tan. Develop procedures 12, control 
decentralized starr. In the experimental application of ideas, 
the tentative testing for z•eact:l.ons to develop procedul'es, 
there were two basic limitations (l) training in !l.rlother 
culture; and (2) insu.fficient time because of the multi• 
functions of a one man department. Not only was the 




reeree:tlon manager a student of the <Hllture but also his own 
planner, supe:t>visor of the plans, resource leader, and source 
of direction. 
Essentially, the project recreation manager was both 
a student and instructor• and, to complicate the problem, also 
the Rl!Ulager.. '.l!he thl•ee roles were not compatible yet each 
influenced the developing of pr•ocedures to control the staff. 
Procedures were created with reference ·t;o the principles 
defined in Chapter V bu'l; :modified and fa$hioned to local 
conditions and the variety of roles played by the pz>oject 
rec:t>eation manager. Procedures assumed to be of sufficien·t; 
value to be included in this thesis were ( l) establish 
routine; (2) introduce change; (J) require completed work; 
(4) maintain intevpe:t>sonal r•ela tionships; (.5) establish 
controls; ( 6) tX>ain and control by individual conference; 
(7) require accountability; and (8) provide a recreation 
program for maximum participation. 
Procedure one. Establish routine. Houtin<i! 1 the -
habitual way of doing things, the automatic way, contai.ned 
and controlled the tendency of the Pakistani to embellish and 
elaborate even the simplest of actions. Routine procedures 
fixed the :method or :requix•ed a specific form by which 
something was to be done. Leave requests, transport orders. 
weekly reports and program schedules not only became 
automatic but also forced attention on the time element. It 
~ -- --
l 
·was a l?ak:l.atani characteristic to pay little atten.t;l.on to 
either t:l.rne or pla.nt1.:l.ng. It was not uncommon for· an 
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invitation to athletic or social events to be received days 
after the event. The establ:l.shing of routines w:l.th time 
values was important to the continuation of planning and ·the 
effective acconlplishment of results • Pleasant but emphatic 
denial of non .. emel'gency late requests and detailed accounting 
on emergency requests increased attention to planning. 
Functions perfor•med by staff in the decentralized offices 
benefited from action according to the automatic controls of 
routine procedure. Routine proceduref;l were also a most basic 
job description and relationship to the entire operation. 
Procedure .W• Introduce ohW:lf:!iEl• Change was e.n 
educational process depending on the ability to think or 
capability of being trained to 'think. Planning requires 
education to a process of' sustained thinking; oon'tinuous 
analyzation; and constant review. The learning of a process 
also required the acceptance that the process, once learned, 
could be changed or modified without complete re-education. 
As for instance, a driver could be trained to handle maoh.ines 
of tremendous weight and hundreds of horsepower. It was 
possible that he would do this with. the same attitude he 
would use in driving a buffalo cart. The problem. of 
introducing change was not the teaching of the prooess but 
the development of rational thinking ·co guide the use of 
~---
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the process. 
In the constant f'ight for prestiga, status and economic 
well being, the Pakistani accepted my innovation that offered 
a.n.y probabilities of aa.tisfying any of the three goals. 
Chlmge which conflicted with customs, religion, or ethnic 
backg;r>ound was accepted by the oppcn•tunist and immediately 
modified to achieve an acceptable harmony with the tu>ea of 
conflict. The illi tex•ate, on the other hmd, under the 
weigh·~ of centuries of doing things in the traditional way 
were reluctant to expex•inlent. 
Pvoposed changes effecting t;ha staff wel'e tested and 
investigated thi'ough study questions on the staff meeting 
agendas. 
The introduction of a new method or process required 
constant review and could still be the subject of most 
interesting unauthorized chmges. Most inte1•esting was that 
the changes, or the reasons 'for the changes, could never be 
satisfactorily explained. Procedures followed daily for 
months could be completely forgotten or unexpectedly changed. 
Any change, once introduced, had to be constantly 
checked for little innovations. 'l'he education concept that 
the repetition of an act at three specified intervals in a 
time period will cause the knowledge to be firmly fixed had 





Procedure three, Regu.ire complete'! work. 'l'he 
neoessit;y for complE!<ti.ng an assignment as a finished product 
increased responsibility while intensifying the need to think 
and to plano Allen determines the need and requirement for 
completed work as coordination between manager and staff: 
, • • a two•lrllilY relationship between the st.tperior and his 
subordinate, It :requires that the principal make a 
cleal'ly undel'stood d&lElgation. He consciotlsly plans for 
guidancE~, coaching, and c Ol1ll't.\unication, Over and above 
this, he insists that this subordina:t;e must do the work: 
( 1) make a. cltHII'-eut assignment; { 2} delegate the details 
of coordination; (3) specify progress information l'equired; 
(4) provide counsgling and guidance; and {,5) :require a 
finished package. 4 
'l'he most gratifying response to vequiri:ng completed 
work was the written repox•ts of weekly activi-ties. These 
narrati vee of the actions of the past week had such st.tpple• 
mentary bentlfits as: 
1. Impl'ovement of program. 
2. St;imt!lation. of the s taft' to g:r•ea.ter activity 
as they discovered ideas in the reports. 
3. Training of the px•oject rec!:'ea.tion manager 
tl'll'Ollgh a :review of phraseology • philosophy 
and infornuation. 
4. Clarification of the activities taking place in 
the decentralized offices. 
Completed work, acco:r·ding to Allen vequires self .. control 
and lH~li'-discipline on ·t;he part of management: 
'£he mru1.agex• Inll.St have faith and self•control• He must 
believe fully enough in his subordinate to allow. him to 
go to the point of failure, if necessary, wit;hout 
interfering.. At the same time 1 he m11st. :restrict himself' 
__ ......,6..,...4_.... __ 




to giv~g counsel and advice and insist that hie 6$ 
subordinate. make the choice of a course of action. 
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The weekly reports bec9.llle an indispensable link 
between the headquarters and field offices., As completeness 
was stressed, the reports se1•ved tot 
1. Provide an eye witness account of the operations 
in each camp. 
2. Hequir•e realistic thinking on the results o:f. 
program activities. Although evaluation ~laB 
not required, it had to be Lmconsciously 
applied in. order to provideini'o:r.ma.Uon • 
.3. Select ·the material edited into the \veekly c9.lllps 
news sheet, nneoreation"• 
4. Cause the introduction of program variation 
thl'ough the unwillingness of ·the c9.!!1p recrea• 
tion mar>agers to repeat reports of the same 
actlvi ties or to let the o~her managers show 
evidence oi' greater progress or ability. 
lteceiving coraplet;ed wovk reduced thlil work load of the 
project recreation manager. There was less and less 
required revision as the staff became aware, through rejec• 
tion of material, that l'epor·ts and information had to be a 
com.ple·te and finished product. 
P rocadure fgur. lV!ain tain ~nterpersontil.l rela tionshiJ?S. 
In Pakistan, where the intent was to personalize a.ll relation-
ships, as for• example, "I 9.!!1 as a son to yott, my Father11 til.nd 
"I respect you as my father" • :l.t was difficult to be 
impersonal and interpersonal and maintain ah inte:r•ested and 
considerate attitude. Although this illustration from Schell 
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wae not wrict<"+l withre.ferenoe to the_ Pak1stani 1 • it has an 
excellent thought ~tuitable for tailoring to. ·the problem. 
Schell also suggests a three actions plan to satisfactor•ily 
contz•ol these conditionst 
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In approaching his problem, he must keep constantly in 
mind that he is dealing with pe.rsons whose actions may 
be largely influenced by thai::•· feelings, tha·b there may 
be .:nnotioxul.l excitement which paralyzes. reasoning 
ability, and that, because of the sensitiveness of the 
group; the contagion may spread rapidly. He must first 
guard himself from a like emotional infection. T·his is 
a matter of' self-control. He must next eliminate the 
emotional pressure in the employee and malta deliberation 
possible. 
'l'o create a plan ·to control these conditions 1 Schell suggests: 
(1) refuse to respond or react in kind; (2) eliminate the 
pressure feeling i.l.pon the employee so that :r•_eason can 
.freely function; and {)) appeal to the positigS moods -
loyalty, di.l.ty 1 unsel.l:'illihness • sex•v:loe • • • • 
The interpersonal approach; was beset by efforts of 
staff members to make the manager custodian of their most 
personal problems. In part, the preuur•e to becmne personally 
responsible was lllin:i.mized by a periodic review of the 
satlsfaetions to be derived from the job. 'rhis demons·~rated 
interest and concern while limiting it to the job function. 
Among those satisfactions which were automatically fl part of 
the emplo1Jer•employee contract or work ag;:reement were (1) 
benefits; {2) administrative practices; (3) supervision; (4) 
interpersonal ).'elation; and (5) company policies. 
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Under any culture it is a serious mistake to personal• 
ize the relationship between manager and staff and in 
Pakistan it could and did lead to complicated entanglements 
in which the job x-elatio:nship was relege.ted to a minor role. 
Procedure five, Bstablish controls, The establish~ 
mEm.t or controls waa aimed at maintaining control of those 
functions requiring centralized policy while deferring 
questions of cultural, ethnic, and religious limitations 
and decentralized program operations to interpretation by 
the Pakillte.ni staff. 
Controls were necessary because of the tendency of 
the Pakistani to operate spontaneously. Planning today for 
tomorrowts progre.m was normal. Controls# even to the 
:Niquirement of a monthly calendar of events and a hard-nosed 
attitude toward unplanned changes, assured orderly develop .. 
ment and operation. Willingness to arise each day to a 
brand new world with memory tapes wiped clean was counter• 
acted by instructions related to procedures. These controls 
permitted individual initiative but required action and so 
protected management from the pressures of last minu.te 
planning •. 
Controls increased the autonomy of subordinates while 
guarding the project recreation manager from too much rule 
making and punitive action against an erring staff member. 
With controls safeguarded by the necessity for automatic 
-~ -- -- - ------
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.responses in as·many routine assignmenta.as possible, there 
·was an established procedure to attain desired results. 
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Controls had to be stated in the form of orders but had 
to be understand&ble. l'his implied that orders should be 
discllssed with the a.taff to check against possible conflicts 
between the o:r•der and customs. These ordeN! presented as 
procedures were controls to (1) prescribe the manner and 
method for performing the work; (2) detail the 'hows 1 o:f.' what 
{ 
was to be done; (3) ;ln~erpret dec:l.sions; and (4) define in 
writing which requirea{ adequate preparation and atudy.67 
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Granting that cJntrola had to be established, leniency 
in enforcement, or at; leii!,st in interpretation, had to be 
practiced. As Allen comments on rv.ls s, J?egulb\ t ions, and 
controls: 
••• to the extent they pr-escribe how work must be 
per:l'ormed, they discourage initiative and innovation 
and the. develop~8rrt; o:l' new and more effective ways of 
doing the work. · . 
!'rocedur<li sia~;. '.Vr"~ !ru! control throllgh individual 
conference. The inaividual conference had indirect values in 
building a rapport between the manager and staff; providing 
.an opportunity for exchange of philosophies; and familiarizing 





Koontz and 0 1Donnell, subject matter which could also be 
touched upon in the individual conference were~ 
1. Define new policies. 
2. Develop a common interpretation of new 
infornmtion or iron out diversities in the 
interpretatiorl of existing program, policies, 
and procedures. 
3. Consider the problema of a progrrun, the current 
bottlenecks, and what can be done to eliminate 
them. 
4. Tz•ansmit first hand informatig/1 to the superior. 
5. Set off a few ·trial balloons. 
The individual conference was also an educational 
instrument in training and persuading personnel to become 
creative and discard the protective covering of imitation. 
Staff had to understand that to be l:l.ke the superior was not 
a protec·t;ion and that to be creative Md different was not 
exposing themselves to suppression or diS!nissal. 
In all of these points it was evident that the 
individual conference was a technique of supervision satisfac• 
tory for application to decentralized. operations.. ~he 
conference not only provided information and fostered an 
interpersonal response but eliminated time wasted in super• 
vision by visitation. Visitations, being neither informative 
nor revealing of attitudes or conditions, were used to transact 
routine business. The conference was also useful in on-the-
spot training and as a corrective device for the problem of 
regresmion as described by Wilson and Ryland: 
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The i.earni1'lg proceas is a zig zag of forw.ard and backward 
movement. It is a dynamic process in which there is 
considerable struggle; hence when the forward movement 
becomes painful the individual starts to regre'e to a more 
comfortable state of knowledge and experience. 
It was also an opportunity to reason with individuals 
who would not accept change because the change would not 
provide personal benefit. Broadly stated, the personal 
conference, the individual to individual give and take, was 
useful in evolving better ways and more effee·tive methods of 
operation. Using the conference for arbritration, the· 
project recreation manager could reach a reasonable decision 
on action to be takEm on personnel problems.· 1rJith full 
knowledge that the .individual attention given through a 
conference was a status symbol, it was a useful device to 
stop problems from reaching the stage necessitating a decision 
favoring one perscm over another. In disputes, an individ11al 
conference with each of the disputants and a final conference 
of disputants and arbritrator was effective in resolving 
many conflicts. Success was valid only so long as the 
authority which one of the disputm1ts might have over the 
other was neither impairEid nor changet:l. 
The conference became, with usage, both the machinery 
and the technique for resolving difficulties between staff 
that required the project recreation manager's personal 
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attention. A three point procedure f.'or invoking or el:!.lllin• 
a.ting the individ11al conference as a judgment session was 
developed: 
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l. 'l'he camp recreation manager, as senior officer, 
arbritrll.ted a decision subject to headquarters 
review if either disputant requested and t.he 
camp recreation manager felt that 1t was valid. 
2. If the dispute reached headquaz•ters, the project 
recreation manager talked separately with each 
individual attempting to reach a solution to 
be presented to the camp reet'EHl.tioxt manager, 
3. If the headquarters review was unsuccessful, 
the pro jeet recreation Jnanager m(lt with the 
camp recreation manager IUld the disputants 
and finalized a solution. ·· 
Two conditions limited the use of the individual 
eonferencet 
1. Hereditary acceptance oi' authority and the 
1'11ialding of authority by those possessing it 
stifled a democratic procedure such as a 
confex•ence. 'l'he privilege of right of appeal 
to a higher officer was not an approved or 
custom sanctioned. pr•oeeslil. 
2. Use of the individual conference, unless kept 
quite interpersonal, not only destroyed the 
morale of the senior staff member involved 
but degenerated to the Koran, the Holy 
Prophet, destitution, family conditions, and 
an appeal for mercy without relationship to 
facts, logic or c~ustice • 
. Procedure seven. Reguire acequntabiliti• Confusing 
the execu<:;ion of planning, creative thinking, imagination and 
responsibility and the influencing of personnel in the 
development of program, was the problem of t~e:rsuading the 
Pakistani that the.ir political freedom was also a freedom to 
depend u.pon themselves. No longer sh.ou.ld they accept the 




dictates o.f colonialism or the protective benefits of having 
someaone plan for them; 
Most people crave the benefits of democracy, but few are 
willing to accept the responaibilH;ies entailed. :!:he 
creuatiV$ functioning of administration is dependent upon 
the willingness and the ability of the participating 
:membership to enter the 'give and take' relationshi~ 
involved in planning and carrying out the purpose.·l 
Accountability, the being called to account for 
actions or inactions, was a procedure which applied to all 
staffwho had accepted vesponsibility. Without a procedure 
and without requiring accountability, the calling of someone 
to account was like stepping into a swamp as the ground and 
the conversation gave way in all directions. The discussion 
became so unstable that it was impossible to determine 
responsil:.lility. To stabilize and define responsibility • this 
formula was applied to :make the staff aware that they were 
and could be held accountable (1) detevminat:i.on of the general 
or specific area of responsibility: (2) stating of objectives, 
policies and rules that applied to the respom;ibili ty; ( 3) 
reviewing of problems occurring within the area of respons-
ibilit;n (4) preparation of a wx•itten statement defining and 
describing the problem; and (5) institution of immediate 
action against; either the irresponsible person or the 












Ob.ieotive eight. Px;ovide !. program for .maximum 
participation~ Evei'y ind:l.vidual should be made to feel 
important both on the job and in their leisure. A nell! idea 
to be developed; a project to be organized; or a group to be 
created was so developed as to involve t\ maximum :p<wtic:!.pation 
ot the personnel available. It was only in this manner that 
evEu•yone could be reached or lack of par·ticipation determined • 
Accentuating this philosophy were the pux•poses and reasons 
for developing recreation programs, tb.e direct benefits and 
the indirect preli>umed benefits: 
1. Purposes with a direct benefit were those 
showing t e.ng:l.ble, measureable results. 
Individuals engaged eHher as participants or 
spectators could not be sitting idle complain• 
ing of their problems, 
2. Purposes with indirect benefits were those which 
had no predictable visible results; intangibles 
lacking any reliable eritex•ia of determining 
value. Individuals sat:!.sfied with their work 
assi-gnment and enjoying their leisure were 
productive workers, 
The leisure of the Pakistani, usually spent in sitting, 
talking, thinking and discussing ·was a danger•ous period as 
it became a time for rabble rousing. In idleness • people 
discussed their irritations not their satisf'actions. 'falk 
of fancied wrongs and idle mas;nification of problems was 
customary •. People with this tendency and predominantly 
laborers could easily arouse themselves to reaction behind 
an emotional leader. 
The philosophy of maximum participation and minimum 
idleness required a maximum response to achieve the purposes 
and 'benefits of the reox•eation service. •ro obtain this 
~ximum participation in a labor crunp, the recreation service 
u.ndertook to attain. these goals:. 
1. Provide fOt' the leisure needs of all personnel. 
2. Present activities for the leisUX'e of personnel 
from all shifts, 
3· Attract a. ma.ximum of spectators in the 'belief 
that (a} spectators are occupied individuals; 
and (b) spi!i'ctators can learn by watching and 
being influenced to accept ·training to become 
participants. 
4., Emphasize intramu.ral sports rather than 
dE!Velopment of a few highly skilled teatns. 
5. Provide a varia(! progl'am of activities with 
. equal opportunity to praci;.iee g p~rform, ol' 
view sports 1 entertainment, education, 
pa.trio·~ic observances, music, drama tics, 
literary events and reading. 
6. Hecognize need fOl' activities with both physical 
and mental stimulation. 
7• Provide act:tvities satisfying to laborex•s, fore• 
men and technicians; illiterates and literates; 
and people from the villages, the cities, and 
the Tribal Areas. 
8. Strive to achieve theae immediate, shv<'t, and 
long range purposes: (a) Immediate; to enter• 
tain; to provide mass activities; to develop 
athletic fields; and to minimize moral an(! 
morale problems; (b) Shor·t; x•ange: to develop 
self•directed activities; to· develop indoor · 
facilities; and to create library and reading' 
rooms; and (c) Long range: to teach skills; to 
increase efficiency of job performance; and to 
su.pport the sports interest in the national 
cu.lture. 
9. Develop a recreation service with activities 
available and i-nvolving a.s many as possible 
in many events :rather than a program limited 
to large, occasional speci'l:acles. Everyone 
sho11ld 'be active not merely spectators. The 
achieving of an "everyone" philosophy was the 
subject of contin1wus emphasis and training •. 
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10. Make activH:l.es worthwhile. permitting and 
requiring the individual to work on skills 
and develop capacities to the fullest. 
In the endeavor to implement such a program. in the 
Pakistani labor ce.m.ps • these specific program serYices were 
d.eveloped; 
Progl'lirn one. Opel' ate libraries !ll9. readi11?1i .rooms. 
Guiding Philosopl~:2:· In Pak:l.&ta.n, a dev<i>loping country 
emphasizing educertion for national existence !l.nd the impor-
tance and v alu.e cf education for• personal growth and survival, 
the ability to read in both Urdu and English was not only an 
act of distinction buc also a source of information and 
enjoyment. 
Providing magazinEls, books, and current newspapers not 
only. satisfied ·~his l!laed btxc indicated that the management 
was in no way attempting to propagandize oz• censor information. 
Specifically, the organization of libraries and 
ree.ding rooms involved: 
1. Purchase and display of daily and weekly news~ 
papers: Dally Kollistan (Urdu) Newa•J!1~Waqt (Urdu), 
,Jang (Urdu}, Civil and Hilitary Gazette 
(English), Pakistan 'l.'imes (English), 11onthly 
Shama (Urdu), v:eekly Lel·o~Nehax• (Uz•du), 
Fortnightly Sports Times(English) • 
2. Purchase and display of magazines~ \h•du Digest; 
Beeswi Saddi (Urdu), Naqqad (Ux•du) 1 &nd 
Qandeel (U:rdu). 
3. Collection and distribution of British and 
American magazines. Pe~iodic aru1ouncements 
and publication of cont~ibutors names in the 
Ba.ral Town Crier p~oduced sufficient cu~rent, 
used maga;;ines in varieties and quantities to 
! 
di:ot:ribute an average of 3.'50 Ill.onthly to camps 
and hospital warde. 
4. ?urcha:;~e and loanan allotment of tweut;;-filre 
Urdu books bi-monthly for each of the f.our 
camps, On alternate months, twenty~f'ive 
books were rotated between camps. As covers 
became dilapidated~ the bindings weLt•e r•enewed · 
a:~ a local bindexoy. 
;;. Re-bind used English paperbaclt books from the 
B<u•al faperback Book Exchange Library and 
distribute to the campu .. 
6, Devising a loan library checking system with a 
deposit of rupees or i<iemdf'ication badge to 
protect the libraries a!'ld reading rooms from 
misuse or theft. 
7• Equipping reading rooms with tables, benches 
aud indi v id.llal chairs, 
8. ll:mploying a clerlt qualified to teach gruaes; 
manage the library; and instruct in basic 
English. To cover a two shift operation, 
eight men were employed in this classification. 
Program .:!ili£• Operate sames room<~ • Gui.ding Philosoph:'{, 
Pakistani enjoyed and played with great dexterity and skill 
indoor games including ·cable tennis 1 draughts 1 carx•oms, and 
a variety of card games. These activities were so strongly 
entrenched in the leisure of the persounel that ·their. use in 
tournaments was almost as importrult as the tournruaents in 
sports and athletics. Tabla tennis and Carroms, in parti• 
cular. were very popular and attracted large audiences and 
many participants. 
Specifically, the opere;tion of games roo111s and 
adjacent outdoor table tennis areas involved: 
1. Construction of substantial three foot square 
tables and individual chairs for the playing 
of draughts, cards and Ca:rroms. 
2. Construction of portable table tennis tables for 
indoor and outdoor use. 
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3. Provision of atandardgame equipment such as 
playing c&rds, Carroms and draught boards in 
sufficient quantity to keep the gruuerooms 
constantly equipped. 
)j,. Orga.niz<diion of tournrunen~s in all games.· 
5. Organiz,ation of an All rro ject 'l'able Tennis 
tou1•nrunent with appropriute trophies and 
and recognition ceremonies. 
6. Assigm11Emt of volunteers to teach the; grunes to 
any of' the personnel shoTrJlng an interest in 
learning how to play. 
Program £~. Manag~ ~ j£a~ellin& theatre circuit. 
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Motion pictures were the nwnber one recreational choice of 
the Paklatani. The coun:try was film conscicms and all major 
American and English filln producers maintained permanent 
booking offices in Lahore, the film industry center of' 
Pakistan. Indian films wer•e in much demand but restricted 
by import laws to protect the rapidly expanding Pakistani 
film industry. In the camps, British, ilnlerican; Indian and 
Pakist;ani films were shown in an endless variety of two films 
ea.eh week. 
As a. c.onsel"'li'e.tive estim•;:ce, 12,000 fakists.ni attended 
the t.lirteen weekly film liihowl> of the Recreation .Department 
in the five outdoox• theatl'es and the hospital. The 650 seat 
Baral 'J.'heatre for expatriate personnel and Pakistani 
administrative and st.tpel'Visory s·taff was operated as a 
separate function by the Baral city manager and had no 
connection with the labor erunps thEuJ:bre operation .. 




l. Employment of a theatre staff consisting of a 
camps theatre manager and three projection:l.sts. 
2. Construction or cinemascope sized screens, three 
wooden and one br:l.ck with combination stages, 
and projection boo't;hs. 
3 • Assignment of one carry•all station wagon to 
transport staff, equipment and films and daily 
evening assignment of a second carx•y-all from. 
the transport pool. 
4. Purchase and ma:lnt;enarlce of two sets of 35r.1lu1 
twin projector, projector type filrr1 equipment. 
5. Booking arrangemeltts with a :Pakistani film 
distributor for on American or British and two 
Urdu films weekly, 
6. Scheduling of f'ifty•two to fif'ty•eight shows 
monthly for day, swing and graveyard shi:t'ts 
requiring two hundred and two hundred fi.f'ty 
miles weekly travel. 
7. Selection and review of films • particulsr•ly 
English speaking films, as comedy and action 
w~;~.s of more imp&rtanca th!iUJ. the dialogue. 
Program ~· Publish ~ ~eakly recreation ~ 
bulletin. Guiding PhilosoPh::£. Providing information on 
events to participants and spectators recruited participants 
and advertized activities. The morale problem was reduced 
when individuals knew that activities were available whether 
they used them or not. 
In a second and indirec·t; intent, preparation of an 
events calendar for the weekly bulletin, 'Recreation', 
guaranteed that the camp recreation managers planned events 
in sufficient time for adequate preparation. 11\ect•EHation' 
introduced new program by using the manager's weekly reports 
to prepare the bulletin cont1mt. An idea from one camp was 
always adapted and adopted for use in other· caraps. 




'Recreation' advised the personnel of activities andl 
1. Created methods of evaluating program that did 
not require action or comment by the project 
recreation mll.nager. 
2. Capitalized on the ingenuity that developed to 
avoid the loss of face when one camp progx•am 
appeared more attractive than the others. 
3· Created a device for the camp recreation managers 
to compare their programs • 
Specifically, publication of the weekly bulletin 
involved: 
1. Editing the weekly reports of the five assistant 
recreation mana.gers and the United States 
Information Services news releases for these 
news mater•ials; sports and athletics, 
education for personnel, l4osque news, world 
news, tb.eatres and entertainment, information 
and liter•a:ry societies, coaching and training, 
and miscellaneous. 
2. Coordination with the public relations office ·to 
produce job site informational material. 
3. Translation of the English vex•sion into Urdu and 
the preparation of a complete section in Urdu 
so each issue contained both versions. 
4. Mimeographing and assembling three to four 
double pages weekly. 
!). Assignment of approximately one and one-half 
days of staff time for two individuals for 
preparation and mimeographing. 
Program five. Organize dramatic clubs ~ eresent 
entertainment shows. All Pakistanl love and s:ppreciate live 
entertainment by musicians, dancez•s, comedians, dramatic 
artists, and singers. It is impossible to portray this love 
and desire for entertainment. or to indicate the values ·or 
ineluding.entertainment in the recreation progrlilll. Response 
to any form of entertainment was tremendous in numbers and 
spirit. 1'his applied both to the surpi'iaingly talented 
~----·-
artists in the camps a:s well as to the excellent professionals 
brought in from the larger cities. 
Specifically, to o:r:•ganize drrunat1c clubs and present 
entertainment shows involved: 
l. Construction of stages in the three largest 
camps • 
2. Organization of dva.raatic cl11bs. 
3. Purchase of stage cuvtains, drapes, and musical 
instruments. 
4. Assignment of an assistant recreation manager 
technically skilled in dancing:. dramatics 
and stagecraft to assist the crunps dramatic 
clubs, 
Program ~· Condllct classes .!!:!. basic English. 
Guiding Philosoph:(, Basic .English classes were arranged by 
the Recreation Department in the camps not ser•ved by the adult 
education programs of the Mangla International fjchools or for• 
shifts not covered by the Schools. Basic English enabled the 
Pakistani and their supel:'viaors to communicate with limited 
loss of time and misdirection. Learning to read also 
increased the use of the camps' libraries. Glasses conducted 
at Jari Cfu~p, involving 90 men in basic, middle and high 
English, l:'eceived commendation from the camps manager because 
of the improved understanding of the personnel in their 
field assignment. 
Specifically, the conducting of claases in basic 
F.nglish involved: 
1. Selection of ga.rllesroom clex>ks suffifdently well 
educated to conduct classes and teach approxi• 
mately two hundred wox•ds .. 
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2. Selection of the two hundr.ed most U$ef'ul words 
and p~asee from the point of view of job 
comprehension. 
3. P:t>epex•ation of teaching matei·ials with words, 
pictures • and their English and Urdu 
definitions. 
4. Creation of a ser•ies of certificates honoring 
students cmnpleting the courses and stati.ng 
their accomplishment. 
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Pros;r8.lll seven. Provide music ~.news. Guiding 
Philosophy. Access to all personnel through the broadcasting 
of music, news, and announcements over a sound system in each 
camp was an opportunity to counteract; rumoi•s while supplying 
an attractive musice.l background. ]l!usic was also considered 
to be useful in setting the mood of the C8.1!1pll by the tempo 
and style of the music played. 
Specifically, the providing of music and news sound 
stations involved# 
1. Purchase of four tape recorders, four radios 
and approximately fifty speakers. 
2. Construction of broadcasting boo·ths in each 
recreation hall for eontx•ol of the equipment. 
3• Taping; of Urdu music and dramatic sketches. 
Program eight. Commemorate !ill! decorate appropriately 
for holi<lays ~religious observances. Guiding Philosophy. 
li'o other function of the Ma.ngla Dam Contractors had 
responsibility for honoring the national. holids.ys and the 
religious observances. National holidays and the post 
religious celebrations, the restiV'!~-lso •~ere easily incorporated 
as part of the recreation program. Actual religious 
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obs.ervance.s, s·trictly the prerogative of the l"losque, were the 
responsibility of the Khatabs, the lliosque Committee in each 
c8l'lip, and the Centra.l r'!!osque Committee created by the ~iangla 
Dam Contractors. The Khatabs; one in eac11 clil.l1lp, were 
employed by· the Mangle. Dam Cont1•actors and had no responsi-
bility to the Recreation Department, although as a matter of' 
convenience; two of the camp recreat:!.on manttger•s signed the 
time cards of the Khatabs. All recreation managers were 
instructed to offer close cooperation to the Khatab and the 
activities of' the Hosque. 
Appropriate recognition of national holidays changed 
the appearance of the camps and expressed the inte~ast of 
management in the holidays llnd religious festivities of' the 
personnel. Personnel relations wise. decorating fol' the 
holidays gave visual demonstration of ·the intent of manage-
ment to be coop6rative and interested residents of the 
country. 
Specifically, collllllemorating and decorating appropri~ 
ately tor holidays arid religious observances involved: 
1. Planning fol' special entertainment, films, and 
athletic contests. 
"· Acquisition of strings of' colored lights to 
outline the raCl'eation and mess halls during 
holiday seasons. 
3• Prepa~ation of descriptive holiday and religious 
information for 'Recreation'. 
Program ~· Promote sports compet:!:tion, Guiding 





and needed the tension release provided by <Hitching and 
participating in te&m and individual sports. Life itself was 
competition for food~ clothin& 1 and shelte:v and this spi:r•it 
manifested itself' fiel'oely in a keen interest in sports. 
The competition provided an excellent oppor•tctnity to siphon 
off irritations either by playing or cheering. 
Specifically, promoting s.por•ts competition involved: 
1. Organization of a competitive sports program in 
each camp in volleyball, basketball, kabbadi, 
cd.cket • hockey, football (soccer), weight 
lifting, and track and field sports. 
2. Developing intracam.p competitiou in house 
leagues in all sports. 
}, Developing inte:rcamp competition thr•ough the All 
Project Sports Association with entries fr•om 
each camp. 
4• Developing Project teams to compete with the 
champions of adjacent villages, towns, and 
govevnmental and military units • 
.$.Employing a sports specialist and two groundsmen 
for each Clil!li.P • 
6, Constructing fields adequate for playing all · 
sports. 
7. Purchasing an adequ.ate and continuing supply of 
spo1•ts equipment. 
8. Providing tea as part of ·the social amenities 
att.a.ched to each sports event involving a 
visiting team. 
Program ~· feaoh recreational skills. Guiding 
l>hilosoph.y. It was a oo!T'.mon practice ·co emphasize the devel-
opment of a highly skilled team excluding the less skilled 
·and omitting coaching and training necessary 'l:;o the develop-
ment of young playel'S. Having created a good team no effort 
was made to develop new talent by a 'fal'!l'! system' of minor 






in~uries. or drop·oUts were catastrophic. as replacements were 
not available. '£he soluUon to this problem was to train in. 
all spoz•ts. As training was an endless process requiring 
constant repetition the sports specialists conducted almost 
continuous coaching schools. 
SpE:>cif'ically 1 the teaching of' l'ecr•eational skills 
involved; 
1. Persuading crunp recreation managers to accept a 
philosophy of int:r•arllul'al spor•ts and to involve 
personnel of every· poasible skill in the 
sports px•ogram. 
2. Conducting coaching school~> in vlhich in·terested 
personnel we:r•e ·~aught the rudiments of play 
in all sport& and games skills • 
3· .IJ;ncouraging personnel to become inte:r•ested in 
games s.kille. 
4 .• Separating the sports program into its component 
pa;~?ts of intercamp, intercity te&m.s and 
intracamp or house teams, 
!:). Giving equal emphasis to the development and 
operation of each sport in the athletic 
program. 
6, Graduating personnel from the coaching classes 
to the house teams as the house teams 
graduated skilled. players to the intercronp 
and intercity teams. 
Progrrutl eleven, Orga~_! liter·aril. societies. 
Guiding Philosoph&• The desire to be educated appealed so 
strongly to the Pakistani that all methods fox• providing 
information wex•e explored. As societies and clubs in a 
variety of educational and study groups were well eat&bliahed 
in l·akistani life similar gr·oups were encouraged on the 
r:ro ject. These groups. a :t'O.l:'IU of' adult education, were 
initiated and all types of speakers on all ma!lner of subjects 
------------
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invited to participate. 1'he x•ecreation staff planned program 
activities in the cultural·leisure activities as strongly as 
in cSports. 
Specifically, the organizing of literary societies 
involved: 
1. Locating trained an(.l qp.Hlifi<Jd men in all fields 
of knowledge willing to present their knowledge 
to others. 
2. Organizing self-functionlng groups and the use 
of volunteer specialists to supplement the 
recreation staff' and add cz•eatively to the 






DEFINITION OF PRINCIPLES OF MANAGKMENT GUIDING 
THE ORGAl.UZATION AND MANAGE!1ENT 
OF TilE RliWREATION SElWICE 
I. INTRODUCTION TO PRINCIPLES 
No two authorities agree on the nwaber, designation 
and det'inition of principles of managelrtemt but all agree on 
the need for principles guiding organization and operation: 
•• • the establishment of principles of business 
management will inevitably improve managerial efficiency. 
If fundament;al truths can be found and systematized in 
the activity of managers, chance decisions can be 
avoided.}2 
'l:he elements most commonly identified as essential 
components of administration and management were according 
to Tead, planning, organizing, staffing, initiating, 
delegating, directing, overse$ing, coordinating, evaluating 
73 and motivating. Allen, in a more concise statement, limits 
the elements of management to planning, organizing, coordina .. 
ting, motivating and eontrolling.74 Koontz ~ld O'Donnell 
72Koontz and O'Donnell, Zl.• cit., P• ll. 
73 . . 
Ordway 'l'ead, Adm,iniatratio,q: Its Purpose ~ 
Performe.nee (New York~ Harper end Brothers Publishers, 
l9S9)' P• 37. 
74 Allen, £U!.• cit •, p. 24. 
~---~ 
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change the pattern .to, "the .most useful method of elasaifying 
managerial a.etivities is to group them around the functions 
of planning, organizing, staffing, directing and 
eont.l"oll1ng.75 
To guide organization of a recreation department on a 
construction project, managexuent areas selected for srtudy 
were: plSU!!ing, organizing, directing, communicating, 
controlling, motivating, and evaluating. Delegating, 
eomm1~nicating1 controlling, and motivating, e.lthough listed 
separately and studied separately should be considered as 
phases of the total function of directing. 
In defining these terms and setting up principles 
governing their use, the intent was to embody principles tilth 
concise meanings to guide the management of a recreation 
service in an abnormal setting. 
IIo PRlNCIPI.iES OF' PLANNING. 
In general, all authorities were agreed that planning 
is (ll ccmoerned with forecastingJ (2) a thoughtful process 
designed to manipulate the futlilre; and (.3) a plan of action. 
Glover said, "accurate plannineh based on research, reduces 
mental and physical activity to the economic minimum and 
inol'!ee.ses the effectiv111ness of sur>ervision, direction and 
--- -----
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eontrol. 1176 Planning atr!Oamlines thinking and curbs the need 
for trial and error, makeshift decisions., and futile stress 
and strain. The formula of Koontz and O'Donnell offered as 
a guide to planning is basic and to the point: 
Steps involved in planning: establishment of objective, 
establishment of' planning premises, search for and 
examination of alternative courses of action, evaluation 
of alternative courses7~f action, forrllulation of. neces-sary dtl!rivative plans. 
Planning, as defined by Koontz and O'Donnell, refers 
to it as, nthe function of selecting the enterprise objectives 
and the policies, progrSllls and procedures for achieving 
76 
them. 11 Ohruden and Sherman agree but add, 11It involves 
not only antioipating and pi•eparing fo:r those events that 
are likely to occur but also making every possible effort 
79 to insure that the desired events will occur."' Allen 
makes the additional oorment•"• •• planning is largely 
mental. It can be characterized as the proc.ess of thinking 
eo 
before doing.11 
Specific principles of planning used as guides were: 
76John G •. Glover, Fundamenta~s 91:. Profesaional ManagE! .. 
ment (liew Yorkl Simmon Broadlllan Publishing Corp., 1958) • P• 22. 
77 :Koontz and O'Donnell• .9Jl• cit,, PP• 476·81 
78 
Ibid., P• 35 •. 
79 Chruden and Shern:uan, .9.ll• .!ll!•• p, 22. 
80 
Allen, .9Jl• .!!.:!:.•, P• 25 .. 
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1. Every plan lllll.St contribute in some positive 
way to the accomplishment of objectives. 
2. Planning is a function of every manager at 
everx•y echelon in an enterp:t>ise, 
3. Planning established objectives necessa:r>y to 
g:r>oup effort. 
a) \Hthout benefit of objeet;ives, the 
organbation. lacks the goals necessary 
for focussing the energy and drive to 
achieve results. 
98 
b) t.rith objectives, plans are courses of 
action around which the group action can 
be coordinatect.
81 
4. Flans must b<'J efficien·t so objectives can be 
achieved with a minimum of problems .. 
.!). ObJectives set the goals which policies imple• 
ment. 
6. Planning must be interpreted in policies. 
a} These characteristics are ~enerally 
accepted (1) statements o:r how to act in 
given situations; (2) decision applied 
situation of similar• nature; and (3) 
guides for decisions • 
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McFarland amplifies the principle with these statew 
m.entsr 
Pelicies spell out managements intentions with 
vespect to the appropriate behavior of people for a definite 
f'uturf.l period of time. • • usually takes ·i;he form. o:f' a state• 
m.ent that tell the members of an organization how they should ' . 
·act in specific ll!ituations which occur frequently and effect 
82 
a substantial n11n1ber of people in a group. 
a a 
7 •· Policies establish th.e framework upon which 
procedures and program are constructed. 
8. ·planning is the primary requisite to the 
managerial functions of organizat:l.on, staffing, 
83 direction, and control. · 
9. Planning must b\11 share;;l. 
10 • l"lans can be best strl\Ctured and coordinated 
when everyone responsible for planning has 
access to complete infoi'lll.ation concerning 
planning. 
ll. Plans must involve procedures to implement 
polieieli. A procedure is a form. of' planning 
involving the selection of a process for 
Dalton E. McFarland. Management Prir!Ciples. and 
Praqtiees (New York¥ MacMillan Company, 19$8), P• 174• 
83 
Koontz and .O'Donnell, !E.• ill•• P• 4!54. 
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achieving action. 
Chruden and· Sherman suggest:· 
Pl•ocedures • like policies 1 also help to guide the 
performance of the var·iou.s :functions within a program. 
Procedures, ho~Jever, esta.blish the chronological sequence 
of steps t;~l'\t ar•e to be taken in p1~rforming these 
functions.· Ll· 
12. Plans facilitate decisions 
III • PRil~CIPL.B.S OF' ORGANIZA'l'ION 
The definition of organization involves the associ!l:cion 
of such words as 11 mecha:nism11 , "foundation", 11 framewor·k" • and 
"structure" and according to the autho1•ities has these 
meanings: 
Organization .is more than a chart - it is a mechanism 
thr•ough which management dir•ects, coor•dinates and controls 
the business. It is, indeed, the foundation of manage• 
ment • If the organization plan is ill-designed, if it is 
merely a makeshift arrangement, the~~management is 
rendered difficult and inefi'ective. ;;> 
• • • Define organization as the process of identifying 
and grouping the work to be performed, defining and 
delegating responsibility and authority, and establishing 
relationships for• the purpose of enabling people to wo§g 
most effectively together in accomplishing objectives. 
In an all inclusive sense, organization serves to 
divide and assign the wox•k load of the managers in such a way 
84 . 
Chruden and Sherman, ~· cit., p. 27. 
B5Loundsbury Fish, Organization Planning {New York: 
American MJmagement Association, 1948) 1 P• lS. 
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that the managers are not overwhelmed with routine operating 
detail. 
were: 
Specific principles of organization used as guides 
87 
1. Establish an appropriate span of management. 
a) There is a limit to the number of indivi-
duals that one manager can effectively 
contx•ol. 
2. Command and communication must flolV from the top 
to every subordinate position in the organiza• 
tion. 
3· Sound organization stimule:tes independent, 
87 
creative thinking and initiative. 
a) An organization grows by providing well 
defined areas of work with broad latitude 
for ·the development of new and improved 
ways of doing things~ 
b) When dependertce is fostered initiative is 
weakened and f'ollowership is the end 
product. 
4. Sound organization facilitates delegation. By 
properly dividing the labor and by defining 
jobs, the structure of the organization enables 
Allen, 2£• ~·• P• 69. 
~ --. ~-
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routine duties to be assigned or delegated to 
subordinates. 
5. Responsibility cannot be delegated. 
a) .Responsibility must r•ema:Ln with the 
individual who assigns a portion of his 
work to anothert 
~he responsibility of the subordina.te to his superior for 
author•ity received by delegation is absolute, and no 
superior can escape responsibi~etY for the authorized 
activities of his subordinate. 
6. A subordinate should have only one superior·. 
.,. Organization exists to facilitate the attaining 
or objectives. 
8. Organization must be flexible. 
9. Good organization is one of the key factors 
contributing to the development of good 
hwna.n relations. 
IV • PRINCIPLES OF DIREO'riON 
Directing, implying guidance, was the leading and 
supervising of both the ste.ff and the duties assigned to the 
staff. Delegated duties and authority determined the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the directing function in 
achieving the objectives. The manager's function in direction 
88




of the organization embraced those activities t-lhich \<~ere 
related to guiding and supervising and was accomplished as a 
problem in comm.unlcation. Specifically, direction is defined 
as: 
The directing process consists of overseeing and supervi-
sing the pel'formance of the personnel and ~1ork activities 
within an organiJ<Hl.tion. It is the process by which the 
plans and organizational relati.onships are translated 
into action • ~' ; t·he process can be peri'ormed mox•e 
readily when the duties, responslbilities 1 end relation• 
ships of employees have been properly planned, O§~anized$ 
and communicated eff'ecti vel:y to these e!l'!ployees. . 
'l'he importance of direction was further defined by 
Koontz and 0' Donnell as: 
Direction is intlmately concerned with. getting things 
done. One can plan. organize and staff but nothing is 
accomplished until subordinates are taught what to do 
• • , The essentlal purpose of. direction is to teach 
subordinates, give them information, oversee their work 
:methods, and
9
5ake such action as will improve their 
performance. 
'I'he purpose of direction was found to be ( 1) dEJvelop-
ment of staff; (2) teaching and trainin~ in the responsible 
carrying out of assignments; (3) preparation of procedllres 
from methods and teclrniques; (4) guiding the process; and 
(.5) accomplishing results through motivation end positive 
discipline. In achieving these purposes, 11 probably more 
9l 
than he realizes the executive is a teacher," who is in 
89 
Chl'uden and Sherlll8,l'l 1 .2.£• .£ll•, P• 22 •. 
90 
Koontz and O'Donnell, 2a• cit., pp. 389-411. 
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need o:f winning whole hearted cooperatior1. 
~he successful direction of an enterprise requires 
authority matching duties; the right to per;forn1 the functions 
assigned; and the intelligence to use the power as s. 
privilege and not authoritatively. 
Specific principles of directing used as guides Heret 
1. Direction must have personal meaning to the 
individual supervised. 
a) There must be opportunities to know what is 
done by others so that each individual 
can relate his job to the whole organiza• 
tion and to the Ol'ganizatlon 1 s objectives. 
2. Techniques of direction should be appropriate to 
the individual supervised and the task to be 
accomplished. 
a) Techniques of supervision and direction 
must accomplish objectives without 
inhibiting creative a.ctlon by subor•dlne:tea. 
). Direction in coordinating must unify activity 
and effort. 
a) Coordination is a blending, balancing, 
ti1ning and integrating of activities 
for which a manager is responsible. 
b) Effective coordination will be an automatic 
consequence if the objectives, polici.es and 
~---.-
- ----
. procedures are adequ&te and realistic. 
e) 'I'he role.qf the mana.ger is to attune 
activities and persom1el to influence 
effective coondination within the 
department and between departments. 
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d) Differences in individual approaches and 
desires must be adjusted so that 
objecti,ves are s~<tisfaotorily attained. 
4. Ability to l$G.d b $Ssential to the directing· 
function. 
a) Ability to inspire confidence and to cause 
subordinates to perform work to maximum 
ability is character is 'tic of managerial 
lea.dership. 
5. Training is a key to successful direction. 
V. PRINCIPLES OF DELEGATION 
Of all the problerns pertaining to management, the act 
and function of. delegating work to others was the most 
difficult and often the most disasterous to handle. Too 
often, it was handled at the whim of and degree desired by 
individual managers when it should have been a philosophy 
and process of the organization itself. It should develop 






nume.gement of author·ity and :responsibility." 
106 
~'he action which takes place in delegation and, as 
described, by Schell, •,•transfers to someone else a portion of 
our authority and :responsibility• still retaining the 
accountability for seeing that the asslgnment is carried 
out. 1193 ?.'he pr•imary pu;r·pose of delegation Wl!>s found to be 
getting work done more etfectively and relee.sing time of the 
numager to more important duties. No !llliUl.ager should ever 
do work whi<:.h someone under his direction can do or ce.n be 
tl:'ained to do. Succoss.f'ul action in this area achieved 
11 ()x•ganization that is effective and efficient to accomplish• 
ing 
and 
group objectives with the 
94 ' 
dissatisfactions.'* 
lell.st cost in time, materials, 
Although the manager appears to make all 'the 
contributions to the process of delegation, trust, faith, 
responsibility and authority, the person accepting the 
delegation assUlll.es an obligation and accountability for 
satisfactory performance of the duties. ~·he delegation, 
however, must be equal ·to the obligation and matched by 
authority to use necessary resources ll.nd take required action. 
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In setti.ng,eteps for delegation, Allen refers to a 
three step process: 
107 
( 1) establish goals-- to accept the delegation enthusiast• 
ically • he needs ·to know that his t'lork is both 
necessary and 1.:mpor•tant• • • • delegation by objectives. 
(2) define responsj.bility and authority-- wr:l.'~ten 
positive guides to provide a basis for agreement 
between each supel'Visor and his superior as to the 
objectives, responsibilities, relationships, and 
limits of authority of each position. 
(3) motivates subordine:tes --stimulus of. challenge ••• 
people react well and produc·i;ion actually increases 
if work is PlU!posely made more complex and 
challenging.'~> 
Specific principles of delegation used as guides were; 
l. Delegation must accomplish expected resu.lt;s, 
2. Delegation must 'be positive, 
J, Delega·tion must be downward in the organiza-tion 
as far aa possible, 
a) Delegation must be to the lowest man in the 
organization. 
b) Delegating must be with a positive attitude 
for persona.l and organization efficiency 
and development and training of personnel 
for t.he future, 
4• Delegated responsibility :mu11t be matched. by 
authority. 
9.$ 
Allen, ~· ~., P• 137• 







;;. Delegation must be matched l;Jy tvainlng. 
a) Delegating responsibility; even with 
authority, is umvlse without some tor•m 
of prepare. tory tl•aining •. 
h) 'J:ralning can bo a simple s~ep beyond the 
individual's pr<>se:o;t job. 
6. Accountability must be protected and controlled. 
a) Controlling should be a pr•oce<>~> not a 
super•vision. 
b) Processir1g should follow a pattern similar 
to a d<)logati.on pr•oceduve outlined by 
Schell! 
Define the job or the x•espons lbili ty 11hich is to be 
delegated (a) the precise activity to be delegated; 
(b) the f'acllities or services to be assigned 1 (c) 
the $xtent of authority and reaponsib:l.lity, and (d) 
the proposed method of evall;tating accomplishment. 
(2) Select the subordinate to receive the assignment. 
( 3) Lay the opportunity before the sub!ll"dinnte and see 
if he takes to it. 
( 4) ~Jhen the subordinate has been selected, give him 
all the information necessary f'ov a good job. 
(5) Encourage fvequent and perhaps regular contact 
between yourself and your subordinate, as his work 
proceeds. 
( 6) Arrange miles tones whereby accO!llpl1shment may be 
sUlll!llated and mea<Sured, methods examined in the light 
of experienc¢~, and impvove:ments planned,. 
(7) After pvogress has been attained and youv relationship 
----
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with the subor<linate stabilized, you may consider • 
• • greater d.e;;>endence upon the decisions of the 
subordinate, larger areas of dism'<d:.ion in which his 
personal judgmen·c may be exercised. 96 
VI. PHHJ'CIPLES OF COiYll'lUJUCATION 
CollLmunication; functioning as a transfer oi' infol•ma• 
tion or philosophy with •mde:rstanding as the end product»· 
clarified and contri.buted to the understanding of the 
ix1tera.ction between jobs; of the unique role of each job; 
and of the :role of the job personnel who must interrelate 
with each other. Unders'l:;anding originated best in the 
exchange of thoughts and ideas through collllnunication on a 
faoe .. to~face basis. It provided a qt1ick, understandable 
method of exchanging infoNaation. As Allen has shown, 
col.Tll1lunieationt 
• • • is the sum of all things one ptWson. does when he 
wants to create understanding in th(;) raind of another. 
Communication is a bridge of meaning, it involves a 
systematic and con.tinuing Pl'Ocess of telling, listening, 
and understanding.'Tl 
Understanding of ~~he spoken vJord always created 
problems. Information given orally to many individuals 
simultaneously resulted in many different interpretations. 
Uniformity of understanding and consequent action was found. 
cit., p, 82-7 -




to be so important that the spoken word had to be supported 
by written sta·tements. As Koontz and O'Donnell described 
the process of communication: 
The principle of direct contact states that coordination 
must be achieved through interpersonal, horizontal 
rela t:l.onsh:t.ps of people in an enterprise • People exchange 
ideas, ideals# prejudices, and purposes through direct 
personal communication much more efficiently than by any 
other method, and, with the understanding gained ·this 
way 1 th~y find means to achieve both common and personal 
goals.9l:.i 
Only when adequate communication channels existed 
could a unified approach to objectives be maintained while 
at the same time permitting the greatest possible freedom 
for independent action. Co11unun:l.cation procedures were 
necessary keys to cooperation and coordination for "you 
cannot throw a crowd of men together and expect to have a 
successful organization any more than you can place a mrut, a 
99 
woman and children within a house and expect a happy family. 11 
Words and ideas also transmitted attitudes and feelings which 
were barriers to the clarity of reception: 
One of' the major ways to improve commLJ.nication is to try 
to understand the other person's attitudes and feelings 
about certain subjects. to understand our own. and to 
work from there
1
afJ finding a common ground of 
understanding."' 
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Specific principles of communicating used as guides 
were: 
l. Communication is dependent upon rele.tionships, 
2. A direct flow of information is essential for 
communication. 
). Comprehension of communicated information must 
be clear. 
4· Managers are the principal communicators. 
!). Corr~unication is a continuous pr•ocess. 
VII • .PiiN Cl PLES OF' CON1'1\0L 
Contr•ols provided braking devicesJ the check points; 
and, as described by Dim.ock,. the efficiency of operation: 
It is also necessary at all times that the directive 
official keep hie eyes on the sweeC!ometer so to speak. 
This is called the control function. It is in essence 
finding out whether you are achieving youl0~redetermined goals on time and in an efficient manner. 
In a more formal statement Koontz and O'Donnell termed 
oon·~rol as a process, determining need for correcting 
102 
deviations, accomplished by evaluating per:f'orinance • Allen 
refers to the differences between command and control as 
"control means to guide something in the direction it is 
intended to go. This is not the same as simple command - the 






giving of orders ,. with which control h often oonfused•'tlOJ 
Control has also been implied as activities designed to 
compel events to follo;• plans •· 
Whatever the definition, the problem of control 
increased to the degree that· decentralization a.."ld delegation 
were practiced. Bethel, and others, di.scussed managex•ial 
control as having these puJ:>poses: 
Since it is not possible tor the executive to keep in 
touch personally with ro\ltine details of the operations 
of a big company* he must develop managerial controls. 
• • to check or regulate • • • to keep w:l.thin limits. 
Yet managerial control carries a much broader connection, 
i.e. to apply not only the check rein but alBP the whip; 
not only to regulate but also to stimulate~ ~ 
The effectiveness of co11trol prove<i directly propor-
tional to the accuracy of planning, the adequacy of 
communications, and the skill of supervision. In an emphasis 
on these points, Koontz and O'Donnell presented the most 
satisfactory definition: 
The managerial function of control is the measure and 
correction of the performance of' subordinates in order 
to make sure that enterprise objectives md the plana 
devised to attain them are accomplished. 5 
Specific principles of controlling ~sed as guides were: 
1. Control must be applied to existing plans~ 
.-- -----
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2. Standards of accountability :mu.st be established, 
a) Accountability could be compelled only when 
the s tanda.rds of cont:r•ol 'i'Jcre defined. 
3. Control is exercised by the individual who 
:must achieve the objectives. 
4. Controls should prevent and corveot deviations 
from plans and objectives. 
a) Controlling devices measure both work and 
worker to dE;rtei'mine deviations, 
b) Detecting deviations early enough foX' 
corrective action contributed to 
accomplishment of' ob jecU ves .1°6 
5 • Control:s are concet•ned with a.ocolTlplishrnent of 
goals and plans. 
a) Supervising and controlling are not 
synonyms as control irnpli.e.s regulation of 
t;he plans not concerned with guidance of 
personnel,; 
6. Deviations must be corrected. 
7 • Jll.t'.faeti veness of controls depends on the 
effectiveness and efficiency of subordinate 
personnel. 
100








Motivating personnel involved aU phases of the 
relationsh.ipa between the manager and stat!'; selection. 
communication, participation• appraisal~ counseling, coaching, 
training, compensation, direction, and dismissal. The 
application or motivating prL'lciples presupposed n·a condition. 
within the indivUual that is 
something o•.1tside or him that 
usually re!'<llrred to as need and 
. 11107 is known as an incentive. 
~otivation was more than personal contacts, personal 
relationships and a fatherly inter•estt 
••• the organization atx-ucture its111lf ca.n influence 
the rr!otivation of pt}cple within the company •••• to 
the extent that the organization struotui'a i'acili·tates 
participation. communication, and delegatio~68it also moti va:t;es mtu:llagers to highest product:!. vi ty • 
The philosophy of top management established the 
climate fov motiVIl\tion and pel'vaded the entire organization 
including the form oi.' the structure. 11~4orale was effected by 
the 
and 
clarity with which the structure established the dqties 
109 
responaibiliths of the individual. 11 
Speoifio principles oi.' motivating used as guides were: 
107 . 
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1. Substitute motivation for command. 
2. Motivation involves a partnership. 
3· Motivation influences behavior·. 
4• OJ:>ganization structure provides motivation. 
::;. Helatlonships must be motivating. 
6, Direction must be efficient. 
7. l'lot:l.vation is influenced by communi cs:tions. 
8, Hotive.tion is effective when pel:'sonal and 
organization objectives harrnonize. 
a) Per£>owal and enterprise objectives when 
compatible and the future of one is 
closely associated with the fu tur•e of 
the other• strorigly motivates the 
individual. 
9. l'lotivation benefits from positive discipline. 
a) Disciplining should be the application of 
teehltiq~.tea that rewenfOl'06 self• 
discipline. i?igol'S and Hyers approached 
the discipline problem in this manner~ 
It is the intention of management to promote, at all 
times, and throughout the whole employment :r•elationship, 
the high morale that makes for sel:t'·diecipline in evez•y 
employee, and group discipline within ever-y wo1•k terun. 
When it is necessary for management representatives to 
resort to discipline, such action should demonstrably 
implement two related purposes& ( 1) to infoi•m, remind, 
and encourage employees in regard to accepted standards 
o:f woz•k and of conauot, and (2) to prevent an unruly 
minority from exercising an undue influence on standards 
~--­





of behavior • • • 
10. Instruction and training motivates growth. 
11. l"lotivation to become self.-mcl'ci·vating results 
when management is also leadership •. 
IX. PRINCiPLES OF EVALUA'riON 
Glover stated thO<t "managerial imrtruments for 
measuring and appraising are s tandal'ds, cri t~H'ia, aud 
116 
records • 'J:hese were ·t;ll.e ina truments used to accomplish 
evall.tation, the effort to see whether objective.s had been or 
111 
were being accomplished. Although a tox•m of control, 
evaluation served th~:> specialized process of analyz.ing 
control informs:tion. as Allen indicated, "The pur·pose of 
evaluation is to compare actual performance with the stand• 
ards established • • • h.valuation leads to dertermination of 
need for corrective action.n112 
Evaluation depended upon the existence of goals, 
objectives and procedures and had to be contlnuous appraisal 
providing the yerdstick to measure both accomplisl!lllent and 
110 
Pigors and Hyers, £.E.• ill•, P• 324• 
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Glover, SE.• .!ll.:ii.•, P• 2~.6. 
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the need .for improverrtent.ll3 
Spec:t.fic. principles o.f evaluating used as guideo were: 
1. Evaluation must be made against standards. 
2. Evaluation is essoni;ial to clal•ificatiou. 
3· Evaluation is a form of personal counseling. 
4. Bvalua tion is a i'orm of training • 
.5. Evaluation ll!Ust be made e.t regular' intervals. 
ll3Dale Xoder, Personnel 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
l'rinciMl!l!lfl and Policies 
rr•entice•Hall, Inc •, 19.59), 
P• 32) •. 
CHAPTER VI 
CUL'J:URJlL, RELICHOUS, AND NATIONALIS:l.' INFLIJENCES 
f40DIFUNG OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES 
OF A .ftlWHEATION Slia:!VICE 
I • INTUODUCTION 
Islamic culture and the traditions, the folkways, and 
the mores of the J:akistani were so int;errelated as to be 
treated and defined as a single subject. Although caste was 
presumed to be non .. e•dstent among the Muslims, converts from 
Hinduism maintained vestiges of social strat1f1.eation 
sufficiently strong to be considered part of the mox•es. 
Basic to the treatment as a si.ngle subject was the 
Koran, the sacred scripture of Islam, and the unifying fox•ce 
controlling the Muslim and his belief's, attitudes and actions. 
Literal interpre·ta.tion of the Kor1m, written for another time 
and a ren1ote generation, was conservative and, in many ways, 
oriented to the past with little acceptance of or desix•e to 
aaapt to conte~pora:ry problems. ~hus Islam arbri trat.ed 
both life relationships and culture and, lacking a trained 
body of religious interpreters, a priesthood, ·the interpret• 
e:t;ion could only·· be according to tradition. 
Traditions, folkways, mores, religion, and caste 
remnants were social inati·tutions as 11 organized patterns of 
---
group behavior, W(l:ll•establisl:led and accepted 
tal part of a cu.l ture" 
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e;tert ine; a powerful 
authority of 'Ghe M.ane.la JJam Oontraotors. Not only could 
these social institutions and Islam l:l.m:i:t; cl'.uange but also 
effected ne:tionalism and the individual drive for mor·e 
119 
personal f'x•eedoms. "'Dw zr:ores of the gt'oup conf'er powers that 
d i 'i " - 1 . 1 n
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superse e nu vutua ues · res • 'l'hese ins ti tu tions, wield• 
:tng such strong controls on the .Pa.kistezli, were limitations 
requiving careful study. Koontz and OlDoXJnell, refer:ring to 
limitations on authority 1 affirmed that "wi tl:.1i:n a business 
e:nter·prise the exerciser of a.uthor>ity must ever· keep in mind 
that 
over 
his effective power is limited by the .mores of those 
wl1om it is exerted."·
116 
The Mangla Dam Cont:ra.otors and the project z•ecreation 
manager were wi:Je in accepting the pl"easures of the social 
institutions as limitations which had to be accepted. The 
project recr•eation manager had to recognize that he was not 
wo:rking with the Europeanil!'.ed, westernized Pti>.kistani of the 
cities or the edLtc&ted and psuedo-educatod of the intellectual 
centers. The pereom1el in the camps was the backbone of ·~he 
I 
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pop~lation, the villagemen, who were estimated as 90% 
illiterate, snd conservative. devout, o1•thodox Muslims. The 
people who served their social institutions without question 
and resisted change in the basic attitudes instilled in them 
as the values one lived by. 
Change could not be in conflict with the social 
institutions. Change, if at all possible, had to be 
accomplished in a slQw process Qf' training and edueatton for, 
as Campbell asserted, deviations were shunned with suspicion: 
• • • cannot be developed ovEU'night. Among an econom• 
1cally depressed, underprivileged, illlterate, village 
oriented, agricultur•<i.l, tvaditional society there must 
first of all be created an awareness of desirable change 
• • • and ·the picture is one of a people who are proud 
but apathetic, afraid of change. distrus'l;ful of those 
who wo';lld ~~lp and at the same time unreasonably 
demand~ng. 7 
;i'radi ·cional society had a low potential for adaptation 
as the entire structure provided protection to members of the 
society: 
The pattern of life is carefully and obviously structured 
to give individual members o.f the society a maximum 
predictability of the actions of othez's. 'I' his eases the 
anxieties produced by ·the less formal and more demanding 
interpersonal relationships of modern, dynamic societies, 
paths of life are provided for everyone, and trail 
~~:~:~; !f.et~~! :~~{ ~~tm:::f:~l~h!!s~~:~~tt~a:!:!~e.fl8 
117co~pbell. it 87 ~.. • 3l!.• L-•' P• . • 
llSibid.t P• 89 
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II, TI:llJ; LAJ.wS OF PAKISTAN t ISLAM, 
AND THE 'l'RI:BAL AREAS. 
Pakistan law. Although the ma,jorit1 of Pakiste.n.i 
eociety t~as traditional, Tribal, and agricultural, an 
educated and B:r•itish aligned minority gover•ned the country. 
The laws of !'akiatan, adapted from modern British law, were 
applied to a peoples with no understanding of either mode:r•n 
society ox• t:he type of laws 




such a society •. 
The education of 
the Fakiatani, from a tradi ·t;:tonal society to a people 
pol.itically capable of exercising their franchise in a 
democratic form of government, \Hl.s estimated by government 
officials to appr•ox:i.raate twenty years, In the intervening 
years democracy would function in such a manner that the 
broad base. of voters were without franchise but voted for 
representatives who voted for the key government officials. 
Democracy :l.n th:l.e form functions within knowledge and ability 
while protecting the illiterate from manipulation by the 
more politically astute. 
ls1g:!.c Law. Wallbank defined Islam as nmore ·than a 
religion; it is a way of life; a verHable cu.lture all its 
119 
I bid. I P• 41. -
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own." Campbell emphasized the influential position of the 
culture and religion as deeply embedded in the l'akistani life. 
Although no form!'il px•iesthood or clergy serves I slam all men 
are potentie.l religious leaders • 'l'he self-selected mullahs 
were influential; tended to be conservative; and preached 
against racial discrimination, colonialism, and independence 
of women. Their influence and theix• interpretation of the 
Kox•an as Islamic law depended on their biases, education, and 
121 
qualities of leadership. 
The depth of this influence and the power of this 
religious law, although weakened by westernizing colonialism 
and nationalism, exerted almost total control of the 
orthodox i•Iusllm: 
• • • law like everything else was part of religion. 
Human beings were believed to be living under the rule 
of Allah, as d i vinel·y revealed tl'U'•ough his prophet 
Mohammad, the Koran and the associated Sunna or customs, 
and as interpreted by theologians in the religious laws 
known as the Sha.rh.. '.!:he faith, therefore, atre'l:;ched 
forth ven tar 1 in all sorts of practical day-to-day 
details .122 
Tribal J,aw.. ~'he law of the tribes of the '.l.'ribal 
Ax•eas, although unwritten, functioned as effectively as the 
formal laws of Pakist.an and depended almost completely on 
120 
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interpretations of Ialalllie law: 
These are the r•ules of the· tribe or village. Since its 
origin. Pakistan has recognized the importance of tx•ibal 
laws to the people of the Tribal Areas • • • Article 223 
of the present constitution specifies that no laws made 
by either the National Assembly or the Provincial 
Assemblies shall apply to a Tribal Area unless the 
president so d.irects. • • provision. has been made for 
conciliation of disputes at the village level without 
the complexities of formal laws and formal court· 
proeed.ures.l2.3 
III • 'rRADI TIONS • CUS'f Ol'IS, POLKWA:t'S AND MORES • 
Wallbank attributed the potency of tradition and 
customs to conservatislll, 11'l'lle village· was the great fortress 
of conservatism. ,,3.24 Campbell believed that the majority of 
the eighty million illiterate farmex•s were bound to the 
village; that their w.elf'az•e and the village welfare was tlteir 
salvation and their only ooncern. 125 In such a strati.f'ied 
society, it was difficult to move from one level of existence 
to another with more status, income or prestige. Pressure 
from an outside source, not personal accomplishment, broke 
the rigid lack of opportunity. Accepti!Xlce of conditions was 
eustomary and change became political resulting from outside 
intervention. 
123 ·campbell, £..!?.• cit., P• 41. 
124we.llbank1 212.• cit., - P• 20. 





spirit, tll.e love of country, was non~existent as an influence. 
The movement for separation from India was between Muslim and 
liin<lu and the •war' of the rartition was between religious 
factions not Pakistani against Indian. 'l'he movsment for 
Partition• although proclaimed on the Islamic state concept, 
did not or•iginate wl th religiou.s men. The iVluslim r.aague, 
pre-Partition voice for Paltistan, was political not religlcms. 
Nationalism. based on an Islamic state, was contrary to 
Islamic theory against division of the r1:uslim world into 
separate states: 
i'he foremost men in the M11Slim revival during seventy 
ye!U's or so before the new state was box•n t-Jere all 
reformers, persons un9rthodox in outlook, disapproved of 
by the theologlans.l2b 
Although only once :l.n the seventeen years of 
independence was nationalism threatened by :religious control, 
the brief 19.53 anti•Ahmadi riots in Lahore, religion does 
exert a powerful but indirect influence on nationalisms 
Although lacking political implications, the importance 
of the ulama in political thinking and nationalism 
s_tems f:rom Pakistani parochialism; religious loyalties 
have substituted for non-existent national loyalties • 
. And so long as religion is the only genuine emotional 
bond among Pakistani, the interpreters ££
7
Islamic law 
will be looked to for political wisdom. 
If religion was considered neither a f'o1•ce for or 
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against nationalism, the attitude of anothffr;group, the 
wealthy and .'1-Hill•educated Pakistani was more easily fined •. 
In the change from a.feudal society, loss of prestige, 
privilege, and security failed to make these people strong 
leaders of the movement the.t caused their loss of power.128 
Nationali.srn occupied a secondary role for great numbers 
of P11.kistani. A man l>Jas a r<1uslim; he was a l'athan. a funjabi, 
a. Sindhi, a Bengali, a :Kashrnir:t.; he belonged to a cez•tain 
tribe, ta village, a city; he came from distinguished fore-
bearers; he was an Abassi; and, finally, he was a Pakistani. 
r t ;.uas Campbell's contention that, "·the major effor•t of any 
central government in Pakistan must be to create, develop, 
129 
and strengthen a feeling of nationalism." 
'!he effect of rutttiona.1ism on the operations of the 
Mangle Dam Contz•actors and the Recreation Department were 
diff'icult to asse:;; • Personal and national sensitivity, 
personal advancement, and resentment of the foreigner for 
both personal and economic reasons were impossible to 
evaluate. 'J:he deg:ree of personal and nationalistic sensiti .. 
vity could not be determined but the educa ·~ed personnel felt 
strongly that they, not the expatriates, should l:H~ performing 
the technical and administrative work of building the Dam. 
128 




V • CliARACTli:ij.[STICS OF PERSONNEL 
Characteristics are traits, qualities; a distinguish• 
ing feature which is typical and dietinct:tve, l30 the 
evidences that makes one individual or one nationality 
cii:f'ferent f'rom anothel'. As ·this thesis <Jas neither a 
sociological nor a psychological study, the characteristics 
described were those observed among the Pakistani personnel 
as sufficiently distinctive to wal'ran'l; co:mment and apparently 
applicable to the .!!l.lljority. 
Acceptance .Q.t direction s,nd au.thorHx. Unquestioning 
obedience • a commendable trRit in some cireUll!s tances ~Hl.S in 
others the cause o1' unimaginable difficulties • If the. person 
issuing the comm~nd was a person in author•i ty the response 
was unthinking action. Until a mutually .satisfactox•y arrange• 
ment was reached, it was possible to issue an instruction and 
have it accepted when the recipient knew that it was wrong. 
As Crunpllell states, "In ·t;he so-called "authoritarian,. cultures 
people learn to accept ideas, decisions and orders if made 
131 
bysomeone in a position of autho:dty.•t The Pakistani, if 
. not in an authol•iterie.n eulture 1 were members of e. society 
that sullxnittecl and yielded 1-lithout question to parents, to 
130 Barnhart, £ll• cit., P• 202. 
131 Orunpbell, Sill.• cit., P• JO. 
-· ~~~~-~-
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age, to a unifol?m• or to a superior. 
This unquestionitlg accep·~ance of ,.uthori ty was partly 
the result of British tl'ainiKl$ and par•tly knowing that 
acceptance was an escape from retaliation. It also placed 
the responsibility for• the care of thf.l :i.ndivldual receiving 
·the order on ·the shottlder•s of' the individual giving the ox•der. 
Moreover, people of the depressed groups avoided, in 
submission, confli.cts which were known to be nseless e.nd 
costl~r in retali tory measures • ~·he right of po~oJel' and the 
pri v:l.lege to misuse that powe1• W!<\S accepted willingly both 
by those who received. the power and those agalnst lvhom the 
power was Bpplied. 
Authority and power s..b,tse was so tho:rough.ly entrenched 
that the payment of a bribe was a national institu·~ion 
practiced by most.anyone in a position to control the needs 
of another: 
Work could be secured only through a middleman, the 
jobber. Payment of' a kind of bribe put the new t~orker 
into the debt of the jobber, & conditlon in v1hich he 
often remained permanently • '£he jobber was ac.rtually 
employed by the factory management and ln a sense ~~as an 
esseo.tial intermediary between the employer and his 
men.~.32 
Rank was invested with antocre.tio, px•ivileges. It was 
customary and unquestioned that the individual in authority 
could wield that authority as he chose, insofar, as it did 
132 . . 20 11-lallbank, .2Il.• m·. p. - • 
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not conflict with. the alJ.i;hority: of his sup<n•ior. Htmk was a 
privilege often abuaed and1 to Amer'icans indpctrinated with 
the equality theory, una.cceptable • !Jnfox·tunacely 1 · forcing 
the parson with rank to act democratically resuHed in. the 
lesser ranks moving to usurp the power position. Presently, 
the supervisor would wonder wha.t t,ras happoning bo the crew's 
morale, efficiency, cooperation and work produc·l;ion as each 
pretender to the l'ank underm.ined the .atlthority of his superior. 
Belief !a personal ability. Personal abilU;y was 
seldom questioned or limitations recognized, ln demonetrating 
an inability to pe:r>fol~m, candidates pointed, from ·the worst 
of tailu:r>es, to partial successes with the statement, 11 in 
five days I will know it •" Experience and skill required 
was seldom recogni.zed and the evident impossibility of 
successful &chievement igrlored. A concur•rent pr•oolem was the 
auumed infallibility of personael in improving a process, 
Independence emancipated the Pakistani f.:r>om the l'igidii;y of 
controls end sanctions against the individllal. This was 
manifested most frequently in independently undertaking 
unauthori!H~d actions. F'ew methods o:r proeadu:r>es were 
accepted without an attempt to vary and change instructions. 
Belief in tabilit;y was such that it never occurred to personnel 




Emotional stability. 'l'he Pakistani, particularly the 
men from the '.tribal Areas, were volatile and. emotional~ 
However, the average Pakistant waa hospitable, anxious to 
please, delighted to talk, sincerely interested and dignified. 
:tn his working relationships, he was cooperative, pleasant, 
affable and enjoyed humor and laughter. \'<'lum he did become 
emotional it was over. beliefs 1~ather th<<n personal problems. 
Under tragic conditions, the l?akixrtan:i. displayed il'lllllediate, 
heartfelt and primitive reaction bttt moral(J never• was 
eompletely destroyed. 'l'ragedy ~~as so constantly r•eal and 
close that it was. casually accented. 
Integrity. 'i'he pr•ocess of self-advancement, an 
individual's efforts to raise himself in rank or to better 
himself in position, could. be viciously self-cen~el:'ed. 11a:rm 
caused other people, rejectionot' friends, and even tempora:ry 
rejection of' pel'sonal and ethnic standards of cotlduct could 
be excused on ·the grounds of personal n®ed. 
The use of malicioL!s rL~mo:rs aimed at tlle integt•ity of 
another individual waa a favorite ~1eaport used indiscrinlinately 
against fr•iend or foe. 'l'he poison pen let~e:r, an unsigned 
statement of haz•m.f'Cll bt1·i; genex•ally refutable material, 'Was 
frequently uw.ilad, hand carr•ied anonymously, or secretly 
affixed t;o bulletin boards. Floney was comrllonly used to buy 
privilege or t;o degrade and discredH others in an effort 
either to perpetu11-t.e self in a position or to obtain a 
""': _-
better situation. 
The majority of recreation personnel problems were 
traceable ·to lack of integr:i.ty 1 the abuse of integrity, or 
immoral bids for power. 'l'he files of attacks and defenses 
and the necessary conferences to fix responsibility were 
many, tedious and detailed. 
1.31 
Fatalism. i:'redettwmination of a. life role, the 
accep·tance that all things tu•e inevHable, played a curious 
part in Pakistani life. l'he expression, enshallah, 'it is 
in God's hands•, was frequently used. It did not, however, 
detract from ac-tions to change t;he inevitable. Fatalism 
appeared to be applied to and be the concern of others. 
Allah 1s will could be modified by man's strivings and did not 
inhibit the active seeking to favorably influence results. 
1\-Jhat must be must be' was influenced by both manipulation 
and effort. In a oountx•y rumbling with nationalism; with 
eonstant newspaper emphasis on problems of national pride and 
affronts to that pride; and the jockeying for personal gain• 
fatalism was alBo u.sed to excuse failtcu•e as an other personal 
cause. 
Any conversatio11 with Ji'akistani beyond the social 
amenities reached one invariable topic of conversation, the 
extent and necessity of their children's education. A 
fatalistic acceptance of a pre•orda.ined life was never 
apparent; educat:!.on could change the future. 
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Social amenities. The ~~enities were thepverogatives 
that accrued t;o position and rank eith<>r by regulations, 
practice or eus·tom. These \~ere the benefits due because of 
the position held and were the visible recognitions accorded 
the posi.tion; the gratuities which were :rights of the pos:ltion; 
and the social respects paid to the position. The social 
runenities, as applied to a reereerl;ion service, were prim.a.x•ily 
in the recognitions accorded guests and visiting athletes. 
The service of tea was inevitable and the ce:remony of a chief 
guest and the amenities attached to so prosaic an event as 
the awarding of trophies, were elaborate and ritualistic. 
Status. Status, the impression one was able to give 
another of his importance or the symbols of status, privilege, 
rank, special clothing, preferred office assignment, and job 
tit;lea were must sought. When matched with such needs as 
desire for self-expression and recognition, status symbols 
became more desirable than financial remunel•ation. This 
characteristic t'llas not limited to the Pakistani, as sho;vn by 
Chruden and Sherrnan in discussing job attitudes, but it had 
great influencet 
'l'he loca:tion of an employee's job within the organizational 
structu:re can have !ill'l important bea:ring upon his attitudes 
and behavior patterns and upon his social status. Such 
status can hli.Ve an importli.nt effect tlpon the confidence 





The value placed upon status was a side effect of 
British colonialism. Prestige meant privilege and ,became so 
ingrained through the bestowing of titles emphasizing 
position, prestige and pvivilege as to survive in any status 
symbol. The philosophy of status was solidly ent1•enched 
in national life. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I. SUMXMRY 
If a single paragraph would be acceptable to present 
the pr•oblems encountered in provid:l.ng a recreation service, 
on a construction project, in a foreign country, staffed by 
and serving the nationals of that country, this state1nent 
would suffice: The development of a recreation service 
within an organization uncertain of i;he value of the service; 
for pereonnel religiously and culturally different; and with 
a philosophy of life geared to the present; and the past 
required time, tolerance and patience. 
tion, operated for management, the ffJangla Dam Contractors, 
providing a p:rogram for pa rtioipants, the Pakistani personnel, 
in a foreign country, West Pakistan. 
The resul·t;s were accepted as satisfactol'Y• '.the 
process of planning; tho se·Vting of objectives; ·t;he appl:l.cn• 
tion of plans i.l1rough procedures; !md the use of procedures 
and sta.ff to achi.~J~ve the objectives produced a progNun 
acceptable to managemen'~ and personnel, 
This was an assumption neither documented nor factual. 






f'inancingwitho.ut curtailment through periods of astringent 
economy and personnel participated without expressing 
dissatisfaction. 
'J:he resei\U'ch, descriptive research, undertakel1 was 
conducted as a primary, on-the-spot recording of the develop• 
ntent of the service, the shaping of management's attitudes, 
and the effortlil to undex'stand the participants through 
explorations to: 
1, Apply theories of recreation and group wol'k• 
2. Select object:tvea and Pl'inciples foi' adulinis-
t:r;>ation, management and stlpervision. 
3• Detei'mine the attitudes of people of different 
religious and cultuNtl beliefs. 
4. Understand a consti'uction opei'ation and a 
oonl1!ti'uction management philosophy. 
5. Create positive policy from an indefinite and 
fluctuating 111.anager:l.al attitude towa:r;>d the 
recreation service. 
In the development process of setting o·bject:l.ves 1 
formulating plans, and establishing procedures, the moat 
difficLtlt limitations were those imposed by the culture and 
the religion. The pJ:•oceas became, first, an identification 
ot the problems and, secondly, a study of those pi'oblems 
to determ.ine pi'ocedu:res. I.n :reaching tentative j~-tagm.ents 




the job should be dono but what were the limitations, 
Procedures stressing ways and means were evaluated to deter-
mine effects on a people regimented by religion, folkways, 
II • CONCLUSIONS 
Five broadly stated eoneltlsions, fovmulated as a 
vesult of the study, were pointed to the participants and 
the recreation sel'Vice. These were pvimary as the end 
product of the development of a recreation service was a 
program fox• people: 
1. People with leisure should be stimulated to use 
thill time ereati vely either as spectator•s ox• 
partieip~lts in activities which attract and 
satisfy them. 
2.. People living in the mass conditions of a 
housing camp are potentially dangerous if 
they are stimulated to use their leisure 
des·t;ructively rather ·t;hen creati valy. Idle 
people become the prey of theiv emotions and 
the di.ssid~mt ele!1lents within tb.ei:r ranks. 
3. People living under conditions which restrict 
their mobility and th!lir housing and food 
services need a recreation service as positive 




4. People must be provided a rec:t>eation se:t>vice 
which conforms to the social institutions of 
the society j.n which it functions • 
5. People ,zho•..tld have a recreation service which 
offe:t>s routinely desired activities and 
introduces new activities in slow, careful 
ex.perimenta tion. 
Four recommendations were selected and directed toward 
the recreation management as being important objectives of 
the chief recree.tion manager of any simila.r project: 
1. Este.bl:ish a rapport wHh management, staff and 
participants. F.'ailure to have the support 
of any one of the three groups will prove to 
be a serious l:tm:i.ta.tion on ability to produce. 
2. Strive for an impartial, interpersonal attitude 
akin and pertinent to the role of a mediator 
handling each situation by an attitude and a 
response which is fluid but applied to 
eimila:ro s:i.'tuations in a similar manner. 
3. Accept a management role that is as far removed 
from top management and easy. quick deciSions 
as it is fr>om the pax-tieipants and easy qu.i.ek 
u.nders tanding of their· needs. In this role, 
·-- -- --~= 
~
intermediate .lllEUUtgers above the recreation 
manager will intel•pret top management decisions 
anct nationals in recreation management below 
the recreation. mru1age:r will inte:vp:ret the 
pei•sonnel and their needs. 
4. Accep·t the nationals of the cOUl1try as indi vi" 
duals and human beine;s without re:Cex•ence to 
race, creed, or color; feelings of superiority, 
class consciousness, or adverse beliefs. 
IV • SUGGESTIONS FOH F'URTL·iD:H REISEARGH 
Si.tggestions for fu:L•ther resear-ch were selected as 
areas in need of elarification and greatel' understanding: 
1. Study the culture, the religion, nationalism, 
family and village life, and the character-
' '-. 1..'-
iatias, attltucl&s and social anC! economic 
problems of the national group to be served. 
2. Study the potential to accept change in the 
national group to be served. The development 
of a program should start at the level of 
inter•est and desire and adaptat:l.on and 
val;"iations introduced at a. rate of speed in 
harmony with wishes nnd ability. 
3. Study the purposes, objectives, principles, 
managerial attitudes and philosophy of overseas 
-;_;-_ ----
construction and d<:llvelopmcJ::tl;;al man&gements 
provid:l.ng recreation aer•vice.s. 
4. Study methods and procedut'EH! for lvorking wi i;h 
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people not only culturally. racially• and 
religiously different but also representative 
ot ;ddely V&rying social and economic levels. 
;;. Study the objectives ot recreation in general 
as preliminary to devising Et set of 
objectives ~Jith npecific rei'erence to a 
recreation sel:'vice in a .fox•eign coun:try. 
V. LDU:tA'l'lONS OF 'l'iili S'l'iJDY 
There were important cultural and religious influ.ences 
modi~ying the normal functioning of a recreation service. 
The understanding and acceptance of these lirrt1ta'tions 
facilitated (1} planning a program of activities; (2) selec-
ting a staff to activate the program; and (3) stimulating 
participation. The pressures of const1·uction and the 
pr<~ssures to produce limited adequate research procedures. 
Although every attempt was made to use reeear•ch tech."lique~:~ 
and to evaluate re~:~ul ts against principles of managemen·c and 
knowledge of people and country, the study remained a review 
of the complicationa and problems of a day by day e.xpez•ience 
in the direction of people to serve other people with. a 
apecialized program. 
-----
Preparation of a thesis fJ:>om day by .day actions was 
not pr()ducti ve of, a tested and documented report, Under 
these conditions, .th.e value of the research w.as in the plan .. 
ning. ·the procedures used, and the development of a. service 
stage by stage fl'Olll a 0ne man operation to a sta1'f of si;•r.ty• 
five assigned to nine separate offices. 
As a concll.tding l.ltatement it is emphasized ·that the 
findings and information presented are nothing more OX' less 
than the interp-.r•etatlon of actions taken to pioneer and 
create a recreat;ion service under unique condi:t:l.or.tll,. By any 
analysis of l;ha results, the m11terial repl"esen·~s an evalua• 
tion oi' a. personal experience and has value to the.extent it 
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